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Young athletes are requi red to sacrifice increasing amoun ts of their time and energy
in order to excel in the world of competitive sports, and are encouraged to do whatever it
takes in the pursuit for exce llence. This ' win at all costs' attitud e has been cited as one of
the maj or reasons for ath letes to withdraw from sport (Petlichkoff, 1992).
Gymnastics is one of the top three sports with the highest percentagesof dropouts
per total part icipants in Canada (Butcher, Lindner, & Johns, 2002). Thefact that
gymnastsare children andado lescents during mostof their athletic careers may affect the
nature of their sport experience and therefore their reasons for withdraw al.U nderstanding
what gymnasts believe part icipation in gymnastics will gain and cos t them is critical in
understand ing the ir decisio ns to discontinu e participation.
The purpose of this study was to explore, identify, descr ibe, and understand the
factors assoc iated with ath letes ' decisions to withdraw from the sport of competitive
artistic gymnastics in Newfo undland and Labrad or. In order to captur e the part icipants'
experiences and to present their subjective percept ions with clarit yan d meaning,
phenomen ology was chose n as the study's guiding methodo logical 0 rientation .
Both fema le (n=7) and male (n=4) participants were form er high level competitive
gymnasts from NL between the ages of 19 and 29 yea rs (M=23.09. SD=3.26) at the time
of the interview. The participan ts' gymnastics career lasted foran ave rage of l l .73 years
(SD =2.83), with an average starting age of 5.36 (SD=2. / I),and retired at an average age
of 17. 18 years (SD=/ .40) .
The part icipant s were intervie wed followi ng a qualitative interview guide. All thc
interviews were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim. To analyze and gain a greater
understandingo ftheparticipants'livedexperiences,anlnterpretivePh enomenological
Analysis (Smith & Osborn, 2008) was used to guide the interpretation and analysis of the
data gathered . The social exchange theory (Homans , 1958) provided the means for
understanding the process associated with decisions to continueorleave competitive
sport, suggesting that behaviour is motivated by the desire to maximizep ositive
experiencesand minimize negative experiences through social interactions.
Thecomprehensiveand richd escriptions ofth ep articipants' experiences point to
a number of factors that likely contributed to their decision to stop participating in
competitive artistic gymnastics. The participants engaged in ap ersonal assessment ofth e
costs and benefit s with regards to their involvement. As the participantscamec!o serto
their retirement, the perceived benefits became increasingly Iessimportantandthusdid
no longer offset the costs. At that time, being involved wasn 't ' worth it' anymore and
alternative activities seemed to draw the participants away from the demanding routine of
competitive gymnastics.
The results of this study have many practical implications, indicating that when
major participation motives or psycholo gical needs such as developing skills or making
friends are notachieved,the costs of involvement exceed the benefits, resulting in sport
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Sport is demanding more and more from its performers. In order to excel in
highly demanding competitive sports, many young athletes are requiredt o
sacri fice increasing amounts of their time and energy . Athletes areencouraged to
do whatever it takes in the pursuit of excellence, regardless ofth eco nsequences.
This ' win at all costs ' attitude has also been cited as one of the majo rr easons for
athletes to withdrawal from sport (Petlichkoff, 1992).
Sport retirement at a later age is an inevitable process, much like
occupational retirement where individuals are 'force d' to withdraw from the
labour force due to chronological age. However, the high sport attritionra tes
during childhood and adolescence are alarming (Martin, 1997). It has been
estimated that one- to two-th irds of children between the ages of 7-18 withdraw
from their particular sport every year (Gould, 1987;P etl ichkoff, 1996).
Consequently,s portsc ience researchers have identifiedyouths port dropout as an
area of concern (e.g., Brustad, Babkes, & Smith, 2001; Gould, Feltz, Hom, &
Weiss, 1982).
Even though a significant amount of research has been conducted on the
retirement from competitive sport, it is not yet fully understood why athletes drop
out and what problems they face during and after their withdrawal. While much of
the curren t researc h has focused on the athletes ' experiences of the retirement
process itself and the subsequent adjustment to life after sport (e.g., Allison &
Meyer, 1988 ; Brewer, VanR aalte & Linder, 1993; Grove, Lavallee, & Gor don,
1997; Kerr & Dacyshyn, 2000; Lavallee & Robinson , 2007 ; Warriner & Lava llee,
2008; Webb, Nasco, Riley, & Headrick, 1998), there has been grow ing interest in
understandin g the reasons why athletes leave sport, as motives for ret irement
"seem to play a crucia l role for adjustment to post-career life" (AIferrnann,
Stambulova, & Zemaityte, 2004, p. 62) . The cha llenge for future research
however is to identif y the factors associa ted with athletes' decision to cease their
participation from competitive sport.
TheorelicalFramework
Athletes have indicated that a major factor in withdraw ing from sport is
involvement in other activi ties or a con flict of interests. The socia lexchange
theo ry (Homans , 1958; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) provides a means for
understanding the process associa ted with deci sions to continue or leave
competitive sport. Smith (1986), as well as Weiss and Chaumeton (1992)
recommended the use of the socia l exchange framework for studying sport
withdrawa l amo ng athletes.
The basic premise of social exchange theory is that behaviour is motivate d
by the des ire to maximi ze positive experie nces and minimize negative
experiences through socia l interactions (Schmidt & Stein, 199 1). Esse ntially, the
socia l exchange model views socia l behaviour similar to an eco nomictransaction
(Carron, 1980). Thus, j ust as there are costs and profits associate d with an
econom ic exc hange , there are also costs and benefits associate d witha socia l
exc hange . As an individual seeks to max imize positive and minimize nega tive
experiences , an assess ment of the cos ts and benefit s for activit iesoccurs,
ultim ately resulting in either a favo urable or unfavourable outcomeregarding the
continuance ofor attrit ion from an activi ty (Huang, 2002) . Smith (1986) describes
the rewards and cos ts a person experiences in an activ ity as 'o utcomes' , and the
greater the rewards relative to the cost s, the higher the outcomes. lnterrnsof
sport, rewards includ e "tangible consequences such as money, property,or
troph ies, as well as psychological ones such as the achievemen tofdesiredgoals,
feelings of competence and mastery, [and] the adm iration and esteem of others"
(Smith, 1986,p. 37) . On the other hand, cos ts include "the amount of time and
effort expe nded, feelings of failure or disapprova l of others, negativeemotions
such as anxiety or depression, feelings of helplessness or lack of control, or the
inability to engage in other activ ities or relationships" (Smith,1 986,p . 37).
However, the decision to continue an activity is not based exclus ively on the
balance between rewards and costs (Smith, 1986). The decision to persist or to
dropout also depend s on the avai lability and attractivenessofalternative
activities. In order to determin e one ' s satisfaction with an activity or one ' s ability
to discontinu e participation in an activity, outcomes are comp ared aga inst two
standards (Schm idt & Stein, 1991). The first standard, the compariso n level (CL),
has been defin ed as a neutral point on a scale of goodness and badness. CL can
also be viewed as an individ ual's expectations about a given activity.Satisfac tion
with or attraction to an activity is determ ined by comp aring outcomes to the CL.
The individual is thou ght to be satisfied with the activity when outcomesexceed
the CL. Conversely as outcomes fall below the CL, the person becomes
dissatisfied with the activity. The second standard, thec omparison level for
alternatives (CLALT), is the lowest level of outco mes a person will accept
with out leavin g an activity in favour of another. Dependen ce is determined by the
relationship between outcomes and the CLALT. As outcomes increase relative to
the CLALT, depend ence increases; when outcomes fall below the CLALT, there
is no longer any depend ence on the activity and the person leaves. In sum, ifan
athlete is dissatisfied with a sport, but nothin g else is available, they may opt to
continue to parti cipate. Alternatively, if they are happy with the sport,but another
activity is more appea ling, they may withd raw to devote more time to the
preferred activity. Social exchange theory makes the important theoretical point
that attrac tion and dep ende nce are conceptually distinct (Schrnidt & Stein, 1991).
It explains the more obvious observations that individuals who enjoyanactivity
often stay while those who find little enjoy ment in activ ities typically choose to
leave. More importantly, the theory also illustrates why a person who issatisfied
sometimes leaves and why someo ne who is dissatisfied continues to participate.
A num ber of studies have been conducted to determine the perceived
benefits and costs of sport participat ion. John s, Lindner, & Wolko (l 990) used
parts of social exchangetheory to examin ereasonsfor withd rawal in female
gymnasts. A total of76 form er gymnasts, avera ge age of 14 with 6.29 years of
experie nce, were asked to complete a Likert scale questionnaire on reasons for
leaving gymnastics. Theresearchers found thattimed emand s, inju ry,l oss of
interest, pressure, other options, and expense were some of the major reasons or
costs lead ing these athl etes to withdraw from gymnastics. When asked abo ut their
overall sport experience , most former gymnasts reported thattheyh ad enjoye d
learn ing new skills, making new friends, and meetin g the new challenges that
gymnastics presented. Most respondents said they likedtheir coachesand felt that
their coac hes thought of them as com petent athletes. However, when asked about
time demands, most respondents said that since they stopped part icipatingin
gymnastics, they now had time to spend with their other friends 0 utside of
gymnastics, engage in hobbi es, and participate in youth culture activities that
were restricted by the time demands of participation.
Guillet,Sarrazin,Carpenter, Troui lloud,an dC ury(2 002) 100kcdat
perceived benefits of sport participation in a study done with Frenchfemale
handball players. A cost versus benefit analysis found that perceived benefits
gained from participation can come from a number of sources such as Iearned
competence , sport progress, coach's support, relatedness, autonomy, and time of
play. The researchers correlated high levels of perceived benefits with high levels
of sport enjoyme nt. The study also showed that athlete commitment (or continued
participation) was high as long as the benefits to participate outweighed thecosts,
attractiveness to other options remained lower than the attractivenessof handba ll,
andpe rceivedsocialconstraintswere low. Perceivedbe nefitscarriedthemost
weight out of the three components, therefore having a stronginfluence on the
commitment of the athlete to continued participation. The study found that when
commi tment levels fell as a result ofa significant shift in balance 0f thefo ur
commitment components, withdrawal from the sport occurred. Other factors
accounting for discontinued sport participation in sport outside the athlete's
contro l included injury, sickness, or deselection from a team.
Statement of Purpose and Rationale of the Study
According to Butcher, Lindner, and Johns (2002), gymnastics is one of the
top three sports with the highest percentages of dropouts per totaI participants in
Canada. Competitive artistic gymnastics differs from other popular sports such as
soccer, hockey, and basketball, in that it is an individual, year-round, and very
high investment sport with regards to time and commitment. Most competitive
artistic gymnasts begin intensive training by the age of eight ornine years and
retire from gymnastics between 15 and 20 years of age. A question arises as to
whether the young ages at which these gymnasts begin competing and retireh ave
an impact on their reasons to withdraw from sport. The fact that competitive
gymnasts are children and young adolescents during most of their athleticcareers
may affect the nature of their sport experience and therefore their reasonsfor
withdrawal. Understanding what gymnasts believe participation in gymnastics
will gain and cost them is critical in understanding their decisions to discontinue
participation.
The present study will investigate the withdrawal of athletes from artistic
gymnastics by employing a socia l exchange theoretical perspective. Thus, the
purpose of the present study is to explore, identify, describe, and understand the
factors associated with athletes' decisions to withdraw from the sport of
competitive artistic gymnastics in Newfo undland and Labrador, as well as to
investigate whether the reasons for discontinuing involvement vary as a function
of gender, level of competition reached, and age at the time of droppingo ut.A n
additional aim of this investigation is to provide recommendations tocoaches,
administrators, clubs, and the provincial governing body on how to adaptth eir
programs and strategies to the needs of the athletes .
More specifically, the following five research questions will be addressed:
1. What are the perceived benefits associated with participation in
competitive artistic gymnastics?
2. What are the perceived costs associated with participation in
competitive artistic gymnastics?
3. What other factors impacted or influenced the participants'
decision to continue or terminate participation?
4. What are the participants' perceived reasons for retirement?
5. What are the participants' personal reflections regarding their
In a considerable number of studies sport dropouts have been questionedon
their reasons for withdra wing from their sport. Some of these studies were sport
specific to soccer (Narciso, Otto & Mielke, 1984), swimming (Gould et aI., 1982),
hockey (Fry, McClement s & Sefton, 1981), football (Robinson & Carron, 1982),
gymnastics (Johns et aI., 1990; Klint & Weiss, 1986; Seye & Salmela, 1987),
tennis (Allison & Meyer, 1988), and wrestling (Burton & Martens, 1986), while
others spanned across various sporting disciplines (Ewing & Seefeldt,1 996;
Orlick, 1974;Petlichkoff, 1982;S app &H aubenstricker, 1978; Seefeldt, Ewing,
& Walk, 1991). Study participant s represent a broad range ofin dividual and team
sportsa t theco llegiate, high perforrnanceamateur,se mi-professional,an d
professional1eveis (Allison & Meyer, 1988; Blinde & Stratta, 1992; Curtis &
Ennis, 1988; Erpic, Wylleman, & Zupancic, 2004; Greendorfer & Blinde, 1985;
Grove, Lavallee, & Gordon, 1997; North & Lavallee, 2004; Swain, 1991).
Reasons for Spor t Participation
In order to understand the reasons for retirement, it is helpful to understand
why athletes take part in sport in the first place. Gill, Gross, and Huddleston
(1983) were some of the first researchers to investigate individuals' motivesfo r
sport participation. They identified eight factors for youth sport participation:
achievementlstatus, team, fitness, energy release, others, ski1I, friends, and fun.
Gould and Hom (1984) stated six reasons for initial participation insport:
potential for improving skills, having fun, playing with friends, thrills and
pleasures, achieving and maintaining levels of fitness, and achieving successina
socially desirableac tivity.Si milarly,Go uld,Fel tz,and Weiss (l985) identified
athletes' reasons for participating, including: fun, skill development,excitement
and personal challenge, achievement and status, fitness, energy or tension release,
and friendship. In a review ofl iterature by Klint and Weiss (l 987), children ' s
reasons for sport involvement was class ified into six general categories:
affiliation, skill deve lopment, excitementlchallenge, success/status,fi tness,and
energy release. A study by Seefeldt et al. (199 1) listed the top reasons to
participate in sports for girls, including: having fun, improvi ng skilIs, excitement
and challenge of competition , doing something they are goodat,s taying in shape,
playing as part of a team, winning, parents or close friends wanting them to play,
and advanc ing to a higher level of competition. A consistent and positive
competitive environment was shown to keep athletes involved in competitive
gymnas tics in a study of Australian youth gymnasts by Cooley, Hohensee, Jones
and Ryska (2002). Kolte tal.( 1999) investigatedcross-culturalm otivesfor
participation specific to gymnastics. A total of701 gymnas ts from Australia,
Canada , China , India, and Israel were given the Participation Motivation
Questionnaire (PMQ) and the researchers found that, in general , most kids wanted
to improve skills, be fit, and learn new things. The main reasons for participation
in gymnastics at the beginning levels were fun, fitness and learning and
improvin g sport specific skills. Reasons for particip ating in gymnasticswerealso
investig ated in a cross-cultural study with Australian and Chinese youth. Kirkby,
Kolt, and Liu(l999) found that the Australian gymnasts rated having fun and
liking the rewards as more important than their Chinese counterparts. Chinese
athletes allocated higher importance to being part ofa club, having a good body,
wanting to win, and wantin g to be popular. Both groups assigned high values to
reasons associated with improvin g skills, being fit, and getting exercise.
Motives fo r Sport Withdrawal
While disengagement common alities likely exist across athlete groups, it is
possible that between group differences outweigh similarities. Consistent with
previou s findings (Koukouri s, 1994; Stambulova, 1994; Wylleman, Alfermann , &
Lavallee , 2004) no single factor has primary responsibility for ceasing
participationinsport.Th er easonsforathleticcareerterminationaremanifold,
and thus, some researcher s have tried to classify those reasons (AIfermann , 2000;
Alfermann et aI., 2004; Crook & Robertson, 1991; Erpic, et aI., 2004 ; Webb, et
aI., 1998;W erthner&Orlick, 1986).
Webb and colleagues (1998) placed the causes of career termination into
two categories: "retirements that are freely chosen and those that are forced by
circumstances(p.3 41)". Most athletes leaves port voluntarily( Koukouris, 1994),
as they freely elect to disengage from sport for a combination of reasons.
According to a number of studies (Lavallee, Grove, & Gordon, 1997; Svoboda &
Vanek, 1982; Werthner & Orlick, 1986) athletes may wish to assume a new
direction in life, seek new challenges, have a change in values, want to spend
more time with family and friends, or retire due to a lack of enjoyment or
fulfilment from sport. Athletes also leave sport involuntaril y due to circumstances
out of their control, considered involuntary retirement (Alfermann,1 995).
According to Taylor and Ogilvie (1998) the three main involuntary causes of
career termination are age, deselection, and injury or illness. Baillie (1993) also
indicated that not making or being cut from the team and inju ry are major
involuntary factors in withdrawal and retirement from sport. Kerr and Dacyshyn
(2000) however demonstrated that the distinction between voluntary and
involuntary retirement is not always clear because of the diversity andthen ature
of the athlete's retirement motives. Koukouris (1994) alsos howedth at although a
surprisingly large number of athletes leave sport voluntarily, their decisions might
only appear to be voluntary since retirement was the only course 0 fac tion open to
them. In is also interesting to note here that research shows thatv olunta ry
withdrawal is correlated with a decreased amount of difficulties in adaptingt o a
life after sport (Alferrnann, 2000;Werthner&Orlick,1986).lnvoluntary
retirement can lead to psychological difficultie s such as lower self-control
(Svoboda & Vanek, 1982; Werthner & Orlick , 1986), lower self-respect (Crook &
Robertson, 1991), and more frequent feelings of anger, anxiet y, and depression
(Alferrnann,2000).
Motives for discontinuin g sport participa tion may also be categorized as
either intrinsic or extrinsic in nature (Rystka, Hohensee, Cooley,& Jones, 2002).
Being bored, not having fun, and not improving one's skills are the most common
intrinsic reasons for sport withdrawa l (Burton & Martens, 1986; Gould, et aI.,
1982;P etlichkoff,1 992).In contrast, extrinsicreasons for sport withdrawal tend
to foeus on coaehin g behaviours and the sport program strueturesuch as an
overemphasis on winning and inadequate playing time (Klint & Weiss, 1986).
Rystka, etal. (2002) sought to extend the youth sport attrition research by
distinguishing current and forrner youth gymnasts on the basis ofth eir
partic ipation motives. The sample consisted of 349 Australian youth gymnasts (9-
18 years) with average of 5.9yearsof compctitivegymnastics expcrience.Rystka
eta l. (2002) demon strated that children may withdraw from sport because their
intrinsic needs remain unfu lfilled, which is typically reflected in statements such
as ' not havingfun," being toobored,'and ' notgettinge noughp laying time'
(Burton & Martens, 1986;P etlichkoff, 1993). Rystka et al. (2002) also found in
their study that the motives of continuing gymnasts appeared to be more
intrinsicallyb ased,whereasd ropouts reportedmore extrinsicm otivesforth eir
participation.
Reasons for sport termination are also often categorized into sport and non-
sport related reasons. In a study conducted by Kadlcika nd Flemr (2008),s port
related reasons, such as decrease inp erfonn ance, feelings of underachievement in
sports-related goals, and coach-athlete contlicts, dominated ovcr non-sport related
reasons (72% and 28% respectively). The three most important non-sport related
reasons for career termin ation were study/job related reasons, mobility/moving to
another place, and family-related reasons (Kadlcik & Flemr, 2008). There is a
general agreement that a compreh ensive approach to the study of withdrawal from
competitive sport should include both sport and non-sport influences toprovide
an complete view of reasons for withdrawal (Lindner, Johns & Butcher, 1991;
Swain, 1991).
Other Interests and Responsibilities
"Co nflic ts of interest and interest in other activities have been found to be
the most consistently cited motives for sport withdrawal" (Gould, 1987, p. 67).
Much of the research in this area has concluded that contlicts of interest are the
primary reason for sport attrition (Dixon, 2001; Fry, et al., 1981; Gould, et al.,
1981; McPher son, Marteniek, Tihany i, & Clark, 1980; Petlichkoff, 1982;
Robinson & Carron, 1982; Sapp & Haubenstricker , 1978). The most frequently
encountered response, ' having other things to do' is the number one reason in
many investigations (Burton & Marten s, 1986; Klint & Weiss, 1986; Narciso et
aI.,1984 ;Go uldetaI., 1982;F reyet aI., 1981,Sapp&Haubenstricker,1978;
Orlick , 1974).Anothercloselyrel atedresponsetothisreasoni s 'it took too much
time' or ' wanting more time for other activities' (Butcher, et al., 2002; Johns et
al., 1990; Roberts & McKe lvain, 1987; LeI31anc& Salmela, 1987; Klint & Weiss,
1986; Tippin, VanHooft & Bratton, 1983; Sefton & Fry, 1981).
For example , interviews by Gould and his colleagues (1982) with 50
competitive youth swimming dropouts revealed that having other things to do was
the major reason reported for droppin g out of age-group swimming programs.
Although swimmers also considered several ability-related reasons important such
as ' 1was not as good as I wanted to be' , ' I did not have enough fun' , and ' 1did
not like the pressure' , the authors concluded that the majority of swimmers
dropped out because of "other interests and not because of excessive pressure,
lack of fun or overempha sis on winning" (Gould etaI. , 1982, p. 162).Similarly,
Johns et al. (1990) found through questionnaire and interview techniques that
dropout gymnasts were very positive about their previous sport involvement,
including their perceived competence and the enjoyment they derivedfro m
participating. 'O ther interests' became more prominent in the gymnasts' lives and
appeared to be the main reason for retiring. ' Having other things to do' was also
the most important reason for attrition in a study of a sample consisting of 561
young Spanish athletes who competed in the sports of athletics, basketball,
gymnastics, handball, karate, soccer, Judo, tennis, swimming, and volleyball by
Molinero, Salguero, Tuero , Alvarez, and Marquez (2006). Difficulty of balancing
other life concerns, such as schoolwork, with the demands of sport was also found
to be an important factor that contributed to sport withdrawal.
The double strain caused by education or work and sport participation is
generally acknowledged to be a major concern for adolescent and aduIt
competitive athletes. The time of optimal training and peak performances in
competitive sport often coincides with the phases of school and/or higher
education and starting a professional career. Therefore, a frequently citedreason
for attrition found in many of the investigations is the timcp roblem which occurs
when trying to coordinate school/study/job and competitive sport and the claiming
that other activities prevented participation (Burton & Martens, I989; Evans,
2008; Gould et aI., 1982; Johns, et aI., 1990; Klint & Weiss, 1986; Martin, 1997;
Salguero, Gonzalez-Boto, Tuero, & Marquez, 2003). DuRant, Pendergrast,
Donner, Seymore, & Gaillard (1991) reported that while inju ry was the lead ing
reason for discont inuing participation ofa sample of adoleseents partic ipating in
schoo l-sponsored sports, thirteen percent quit to geta jo b, eleven percent reported
inconvenien ce associa ted with the game or practice schedule, and ten percent
needed more time to study. Martin (1997) exami ned reaso ns given by a sample of
5 18 female and male college students for terminating or maintainin g particip ation
in comp etiti ve athletics. According to the study's participants, term ination was
most likely due to othe r act ivities that interfered with theirs port participation.
Twenty-six percent of the subj ects who termin ated due to otheractivities
mentioned the importance of academics as their reason for termin ating, and
twenty-three percent cited work as their reason for quittin g sports.The time-
consum ing and dem andin g trainin g of competi tive sport is a very important factor
driving athletes away from organ ized spo rt (Koukouris, 1991, 1994). Du and Tsai
(2007) exa mined Hong Kong elite athletes' reasons for retiremen t. Their analysis
of self-administered questionnaires from 75 retired athletes suggestedthatthe
athletes in this study retired from elite sport predomin antly becauseofotherro le
dem ands, such as diffi culti es in coordin ating sport and work or study demands.
In their investigation, Gustafsso n, Hassmen. Kentta. and Johansson (2008 )
describe a closely related theme of 'ot her interests' where the participant s
descr ibe themselves as 24-hourathletes. The athletes expressed how theirw ho le
life was organized around sport, with little or no time for a soc ial Iife(G ustafsson,
etal., 2008) .Gordon(1989) alsoreportedthat 'oth erinterests'and 'work , study
and family commitments' were more prominent than sport-related reasons given
by dropouts. However , her survey of over 1300 parti cipating young athlete s
indicatedthat ' lackoffun 'wouldrankfirst asthemotivefor eventu allydropping
out, with conflicting interests and injury as second and third .
Loss of Interest and Lack of Fun
The reason for droppin g out of sport with the highest numb er ofresponses
by Australi an female athletes was simply that the sport was not fun anymore
(Evans, 2008). Ewing and Seefeldt (1996) cited loss of interest andl acko ffunas
the primary reason s for discontinuin g sport involvement by young UnitedStates
youths port participants, which have beeni dentified by numerouso ther studies
(Boothb y, Tungatl, & Townsend, 1981; Gould et aI., 1982; John s et aI., 1990;
Klint & Weiss, 1986; Narciso et aI., 1984; Roberts & MeKelvain, 1987; Sands,
1978; Sapp & Hauben stricker , 1978). These findin gs support Weiss' (2000)
contention that funlenjo yment is one of the three major motives for participation
in sports. However Goul d (1987) sugges ted that ' lack of enjoy ment' is as urface -
level respon se, and that in future research this reason should bemademore
spec ific to determine what aspects of the comp etitive sport experience were not
enjoyable.
Structure a/ Sport Programs
In one of the earliest studies conducted on youth sport dropout by Orlick
(1974), athletes were dropp ing out of sport because the programs were too
serious, too focused on winnin g, and not enjoya ble. In team sports such as soccer,
ther eason 'not enoughpl ayingtime'isoft enheard,whilen egative aspects
pertaining to the coach and the club were also reasons for dropping 0 ut (Gould ,
1987; Gould et al., 1982; Klint & Weiss, 1986; Mihovilovic, 1968; Narciso et al.,
1984; Orlick , 1974; Sapp & Haubenstricker, 1978; Scyc & Salmela, 1987;
Werthner&Orlick,198 6).
According to Petlichkoff (I 993), participationpattems may also be
influenced by the coach-athlete relationship from the previous year. If the athlete
and coach have historically hada poor relationship,i twi ll influence thea thlete to
seek out a more satisfying environment.
Along with an overemphasis on compet ition, Sinclair and Orlick (1993) as
well as Smith and Smoll (1990) also cited negative coach behaviours as reasons
for sport termination. Dislike of the coach was the reason rated second and third
in importance for withdrawal from a variety of sports in Molinero et al.'s (2006)
and Evans' (2008) studies respectively. The bchaviours ofcoaches, in particular,
have an import ant influence on the attitude and mental growth of young athletes
and numerous studies clearly show the great significance of the relationship
betweenthe athleteandhisorhercoach for prematur ely end ing a competitive
sport career (Mart in, Dale , & Jackson, 200 1). Conflicts with the coac hes were
determ ined to be among the main reasons for dropout in compe titive swimmers
(Martin, 1997;Petlichkoff , 1992 ;Salgueroetal.,2 003). ln rhythmic gymna stics,
the authoritarian behaviour of the coac hes and officia ls, as well as their lack of
openness and readiness to discuss things have been identifi ed as important
reasons for dropout (Bussman n, 2004) . Contro lling coac hes who are in charge of
all matters related to trainin g and compet ition has been shown to affeet the
athletes' willin gness to participate (Kerr & Dacyshyn, 2000). Many coaches are
indifferen t to their athletes' personal needs inside and outside the club, unable to
perceive their athletes from a holistic perspective. Thu s, withdraw al from
competitive sport can also be the result of some coac hes' desire to satisfy their
own interests and egoti sm (Koukouris, 1994) as less encouraging and more
controllingandautocratic coac hesaswell as lowautonom y in trainin g have been
prominent featur es associated with dropout (Gustafsson,e t aI., 2008; Pelletier,
Fortier, Vallerand, & Briere, 200 1; Robinson & Carro n, 1982).
Early Spec ialization and Burnout
Early sport specialization has been criticized because factors such as high
training volume and time demands, as well as high performance expectations can
lead to athletes burning out or dropping out of sport before reaching their peak
(Gould, 1993). Moreover, early specialization can negatively influence long-term
physical activity participation, thereby increasing the risks associated with
inadequate physical activity (Baker & Robertson-Wil son, 2003). Rowland (1998)
states that the hours of training and commitment required for early athletic
achievement interferes with the normal childh ood processes of social-awareness,
self. identity,an d interpersona l development,an d suggests thate arly specialization
is related to not only increased competitive stress and sport dropout but also to
family disruptions, sibling rivalry, and vulnerabilities to health disorders and
If specialization occurs at a developmentally inappropriate age,b enefits
such as improved performance are outweighed by physical,p sychological,an d
social 'co sts' such as overtraining, injury, failure to develop transferable skills,
decreased enjoyme nt, burnout , depression, decreased self-esteem,i ncreased
sensitivity to stress, fear of competition, sense of failure, andmi ssed social
opportunities (Boyd & Yin, 1996; Cote, 2004). Not surprisingly, early
specia lization has also been linked to early withdrawal from sport. Wall & Cote
(2007) studied dropout in high-level youth hockey players and foundt hatdropout
athletes participated in a higher quantity of off-ice training and began off-ice
training at a younger age than hockey players who stayed involved. Barynina and
Vaitsekhovski i (1992) also found that Russian national team swimmer s who
specialized earlier took more time to reach international status, did not stay on the
national team as long, and retired younger than those who specia lized later.A
patternofearly specializationamongdropouta thleteswasalsoobservedby
Fraser-Thomas (2006) . Dropout athletes specialized earlier inc ompe titive
swimming, as demonstrated by their earlier start ages in dryland trainingand
training camp s, their earlier achievement of peak performance milestones, and
their earlier close and extended relationships with coaches (Fraser-Thomas,
2006) .
Due to the ever-inc reasing demand s of competitive sport , the numberof
athletes suffering from burnout may be on the rise (Gould & Dieffenbach, 2002).
Cohn (1990) defined burnout as "a negative reaction to physical or psychological
stress leading to withdrawa l from activity " (p. 98). Smith (1986) defined athlete
burnout from sport as a psychologica l, emotional, and sometimes even physical
withdrawal from a formerly pursued and enjoyable sport as a result of excessive
chronic stress. Complete physical withdrawal due to burnout, however, is
theorized to be driven by the athlete's perceptions of excessive stress. Athletes,
then, discontinu e sport participation for any numb er of reasons (Gould, 1993).
Cohn (1990) interviewed 10 active high schoo l go lfers and asked them if they had
ever burned out of golf. All participants stated that they had burned out of golf at
some tim e durin g their careers, and ' too much practice or playing' , ' lack of
enjo yment', ' no new goa ls to strive for', 'go ing into a slump', and ' pressure from
self and others ' were ident ified as causes of burnout. "A lthough many athletes do
drop out due to burnout, most do so for othe r reasons, often related toconfiictso r
change of interest and a desire to practice other activities" (Gustafsson . Kentta,
Hassmen, Lundq vist, & Durand -Bush, 2007, p. 801).
Inju ry and Deseleclion
Injury plays an important role in decid ing to withd raw from sport (Johns et
aI., 1990; Klint & Weiss, 1986; Seye & Salmela, 1987). Even though injury was
rated very low as a reason for sport withdrawal by all respondentsi nthercsearch
by Burton & Martens (198 6), Gould et al. (1982), and Orlick (1974), inju ry was
also named as one of the main reasons for career termin ation in a studyb y
Kadlcik and Flemr (2008). Other research indicates that 14-32% 0fa thletes have
their careers prem aturel y ended because of injury (Alli son & Meyer,1 988;
Svoboda & Vanek, 1982; Werthn er & Orlick, 1986). One in five athletes
interv iewed by Butcher et al. (2002) gave injury as their main reason for
withdr awal, and 3 1.8% of Yugoslavian elit e soccer players ment ioned sport
injurie s as the single most important reason for their withdraw al (Mihovi lovic,
1968). Sport injuri es can be the result of incorrect trainin g program s,excessive
trainin g ofbe ginners at anearlyage, athletes'inadequatewarm-up, and a lack of
proper med ical supervision of athletes. Even if injur ies do not Iead directly to an
athlete 's sport terrninati on, the often assoc iated decrease in perforrnance and the
accompanying stress can lead to the disengagement from sport (Koukouris, 1994).
The exclusion of athletes from the decision-m akin g process in clubs,
discrim ination between favoured athlet es and others, and theadministrators'
interventions in the selection of teams is also cited as a contributor to
disengagement in a study of 34 forrner advanced and elite athletes from various
sports( Koukouris , 1994). lnastudyof 48 forrnerelite-amateurA ustralian
athletes from sportsof basketball,cycling, divin g, gymnastics , hockey, netball ,
rowin g, shooting, squash, swimming, track and field , volleyball, and water polo,
Lavallee et al. ( 1997) report ed that an unanticipated cut from the team was an
importantcontributor tosports caree r terrnination.The harsh dese lectionprocess
that occurs in sport is also one of the most signi ficant contributors to retirement
difti cultie s (Svoboda & Vanek, 1982).
Age Related Reasons
Age, or more specifically, the decline in performance due to advanc ingage,
is typically considered to be a primary cause of retiremenI. Empirical research has
demonstrated that a substantia l proportion of professional athletes retire because
of age associa ted decreased performance (Allison & Meyer, 1988; Taylor &
Ogilvie, 1994). Research findings by Mihovilovic (1968) on Yugoslavian
professional soccer players and Svoboda and Vanek (1982) on Czechoslovakian
national team athletes indicate that age plays a dominant role in athletic
retiremenl. The athlete exhibits a decline in performance due to advancingage.
Changes in the ability of athletes have implications for both young and older
athletes. Lindner, Caine, and Johns (1991) compared dropouts and continuing
female competitive gymnas ts with respect to their physical, performance and
injury characteristics. The results indicated that the dropouts were as a group
distinguishable from the continuing gymnasts in that they were signi ficantly
older, taller and heavier. Athletes that participate in sport such as gymnastics and
figure skating, have to deal with the physical changes that accompany puberty,
such as height and weight gain. This leads to a situation whereth ey find it more
difficult to execute skills that were previously a matter of routine. This may force
themintoa prematureconclusionoftheircareers. ln addition,Taylora ndOgi lvie
(2001) suggest that age is one of the most significant reasons for retirement
because psychological motivation and social status can complicate an individual ' s
ability to perform at the competit ive level.
Financial Difficulties
Finally, financial aspects of the sport involvement are also frequently
found to play a role in sport withdrawal (Chow, 2001; Du and Tsai, 2007; Johns
et aI., 1990; Jowett & Meek, 2000; Kerr & Dacyshyn, 2000; Sapp &
I-Iaubenstricker, 1978; Werthner & Orlick, 1986). For example, 'There was not
much money' and ' It was better to find a good job' are statements often cited by
athletes (Kadlcik & Flemr, 2008). Koukour is (1991) studied a sample of 113
Greek former athletes, of which 55 disengaged from athletics, 35 from rowing,
and 23 from volleyball. The respondents identified inadequate financial support
from the club or the federation as the primary factor to withdraw from
competitive sport.
Low perceived ability. Several respondents in a study conducted by Martin
(1997) claimed their athletic ability was not sufficient forc ompetinginhigh
school sports and was cited as their reason to retire fonncompetit ive high school
athletics. Responses fitting this category included ' riot being a gooda thlete'and
' not being good enough to compete.' Gould, Feltz, Weiss, & Petlichkoff(l 982)
also found that 52% of the comp etit ive swimmers in their study did not believe
they were imp roving their skills and felt that they were not as good as they needed
Inadequatei nj rastructure.lnadequate sportfacilities and services prevent
some athletes from reachin g their full potential, which can in tum influence them
in their decisions to withd raw from sport. Very little research has given
recog nition to the importance of inadequate and poor athletic facilitiesor
equipment in some athletes' decisions to withdr aw from sport (Kouko uris, 1994).
Gender DifJerences
Adolescent girlsdrop out of sportparticipationattwiceth~ ratethan
adolescent boys in the United States, yet little is known about the reaso ns for th is
(Paprin, 2005). Both longitudin al and cross -sec tional studies show dramatic
decline in physical activ ity and sport participation for both boys and girls between
elementary schoo l and high school,wi th a significantly greate r decline inactivity
for girls. It has been shown that the most pronounced period of sport participa tion
declin e amo ng girls is between 12-19 years of age (Aaro n, Storti, Robertso n,
Kriska, & Laporte, 2002; Evans, 2008 ; Kimm, Glynn, Kriska, & Barto n, 2002).
With regards to spo rt participation, males tradit ionally express a higher
interest in competition and fitness motives ; however, such repo rts have been
based on surveys of youth involved in a wide range of activities (Kirkby, et aI.,
1999). Gill et al. (1983) reported that for a multi sport North America n sample
(including gymnasts), females placed a greater emphasis than males on items
related to fitness. The findings of Wang and Wiese-Bjom stal (1996), however,
indicated that Chinese male gymnasts and other athletes rated fitness reasons
higher than their female counterparts. Although no previous gymnastics tudies
have reported similar findings, Weinberg et al. (1997) indicated in their cross-
cultural investigation that male athletes participated in sport for more extrinsic
1nar etrospectivet en-year study of adolescent sportd ropouts,females
reported that lack of competence and pressure to perform well are moreimportant
reasons for withdrawal than for males. Females more often felt that they were not
good enough and that they had more pressure on them to perform well . They also
were more likely than their male counterparts to identify the need for more time to
studyasa reasonfo r withdrawal( Butcher, et al.,2 002).Cooleye ta l. (2002)
studied attrition in Australian youth sport, examining a sample 0 f 349 gymnasts
between the ages of nine and eighteen at a competit ive level. They foundthe
gymnast's sex, age, and competit ive experience were major influencesin their
retirement or withdrawal. For female gymnasts, age was a major factor.
Gymnasts'bodies can onlyt akei ntensetrainingfor sol ong. Unfortunately,th e
bigger an athlete is, the harder it becomes to move the body around, and the more
easily one can get injured. Gender differences in motives have also been reported
with boys being more likely to discontinu e their participation giventhe
competitive philosophy of the particular program as well as time conflictswith
other sports (Weiss & Glenn, 1992).
Developmental Concerns
Athletes of varyingagesalso tend to report different reasonsforsport
withdrawal. Whereas younger sport dropouts typically cite reasons associated
withtheprogram structure such asli ttle success,l ack ofpl ayingtime, and
overemphasis on winning, as well as reasons related to the social context of the
sport such as no teamwork, not meeting new friends, and not feeling important
enough, older athletes report conflicting interests between sport and non-sport
activities such asnofreet ime,c onflictswith sociallife,difficuIty balancing work
or school schedule with the demands of training and competition (Cooleye t al.,
2002; Fry, et aI., 1981;P etlichkoff, 1992). Adolescents may also choose to
participate in other activities such as watching television, piayingvi deogames,
and hanging out with friends, which can lead to them dropping out of sport
(Evans, 2008).
In a study conducted by Butcher et al. (2002), lack of enjoyment was the
most important reason for dropping out cited by the younger athletes.O n theo ther
hand, for older athletes the most important reason was that they needed more time
for studying. Jobs, inj ury, other sports, and the coach were also more important
for older athletes. As students grow older, academic and job coneems increase
leaving less time for competitive sport, and the impact of work or academics on
spare time for training may be a very important factor in the disengagement
process of older athletes (Koukouris, 1994). For example, Alfermann et al. (2004)
studied a sample of 256 former amateur athletes from Lithuania, Russia,and
Germany. The athletes differed significantly in age: Lithuanian athletes were
older (M=J3.5, SD=3. 7) than both German and Russian athletes (M=l O.5, S
=3.9; M =9.6, SD=3.2) when they started their career. Russian athletes were
younger (M=17.1. SD =2.9) than both German and Lithuanian athletes (M=23.6.
SD=3.8; M=22.3. SD =4.0) at the age of best performance. Consequently, at the
time of career termination, Russian athletes were also younger (M=19.6, SD =2.8)
than the other two groups (M=27.0 and 27.2, SD=5.2 and 4.2) who did not differ
from each other. Due to their differing ages, the athletes of the threen ations
mention sport-related reasons most often , whereas German athletes focus on job-
related reasons. Stambulova,S tephan,a nd Japhag(2 007)a lsoco nductedacross-
national study, comparing Swedish and French athletes. In contrastt oth eS wedish
athletes, French athletes retired from sports at a younger age (M=29.72) mainly
because ofsport-, health-and family-related reasons, andbecause of low
satisfactionlevelswiththeirathleticcareers.Swedishathletesterminatedtheir
careers at an older age (M=3J.35) mainly because ofhealth-, work- and
relationship-related reasons, and the satisfaction withtheir athleti c careers was
high (Stambulova ,etal. , 2007).
Differences According to Dropout Type
Lindneretal.(1991)developedaclassification systemthatrecognizes
different drop out types. This system includes the sampler, low level participant,
high level participant , as well as elite, and is based on length oft imeinthe sport,
competitive level, and amount of time spent training and competin g. Using
Lindneret al.' s (1991) classification system, Butcher et al. (2002) found that there
were significant differences in the withdrawal reasons. For short duration
participants (sampler s), lack of enjoyment was an important reason followed by
lack of competence. On the other hand, elite participant s had different concern s.
Their major reasons for withdrawal were too much pressure to perform well and
injury.
A type of dropout often ignored in research studies is an athlete who moves
to another sport or, alternativel y, to a lower competitive level of the same sport.
The Transf er Participant (Weiss & Petlichkoff, 1989) is a person who has
previou sly left a sport after it no longer satisfied hislher needs and has become
involved in another sport. Involvement in the transfer sport may be exploratory ,or
may become as serious and ambitious as that of the previou s sport. In Klint and
Weiss'(I 987) study, 95%of gyrnnasts sampledchangedcompetitivelevels rather
than withdrawin g from the sport. This shows that athletes did not want to
withdraw from their sport, they were just unhappy in their present situation.
Retirement Experiences and Adj ustment
The sport retirem ent and dropout literature has also describedthe
psychological repercussions of the withdraw al experience and adjustment
transition as a whole . Some research has shown that retirement for athletes is
traumat ic and negative, involvin g identity crisis (Brewer, et aI., 1993; Kerr &
Dacyshyn, 2000; Ogilvie & Howe, 1982), emotional difficulties (Allison &
Meyer, 1988; Grove, Lavallee, Gordon & Harvey, 1998; Lavallee & Robinson,
2007) and decreased self-confidence and life satisfaction (Werthner&Orlick,
1986). Warriner and Lavallee (2008) explored experiences of retirementfrom
elite sport among a sample of retired female gymnasts. Given the young age at
which female gymnasts begin (some athletes will begin highly specialized
training as young as 5 or 6 years of age) and end their sport careers (M =18,
8D=0.82) (Warriner & Lavallee, 2008),the researcher s paid particular attention
to the role of identity and the physical self in the proce ss of adaptation.
Retrospectiv e, semi-structured interview s were conduct ed and interview
transcript s anal yzed using interpret ative phen omenolo gical ana lysis. Analysis
indicated that retirement from gymnastics resulted in adju stment diffi culti es for
six of the seven particip ants. Identit y loss was particularly promi nent , and for two
gymnasts, phy sical change s associated with retirement were a further source of
distress. The challenge of athletic retirement was inten sified because the gymnasts
had heavily invested in sport durin g adolescence, a period demarcatedforthe
pursuit of an identit y. A qualitat ive investigation by Lawrence (2007) designed to
explore the proce ss that female gymnasts go throu gh uponretiremen t, andtooffer
suggestions for an intervention to help retiri ng athlete s, also found that retirement
proved to be a long, emoti onal and difficult proce ss.
However , other s have found contrary result s, findin g no evidence 0 f
adju stment diffi cultie s (Blinde & Greendorfer, 1985; Coakle y, 1983; Curtis &
Ennis, 1988; Greendorfer & Blinde , 1985) . Athletes may feel relieved from the
high dem and of competitive sport and that retirement from high-level competition
may lead to positive life chan ges (Sincl air & Orlick , 1993). Lally (2007)
examined the phenomenon of identit y reor ganization as it takes piace durin g
athletic retirem ent. The study involved in-depth intervi ews with three male and
three female Canadian university student-athletes that were approaching their
final year of playing eligibility. All participants were interviewed att hree
different times; the beginning of their final season (prior to theirre tirement),one
month after retirement, and again one year after retirement (following theirsport
withdrawal). The participants in this study did not experie nce identitycri ses
following the end of their sporting careers and even enjoye d exploringot her
neglected identity dimensions.
This current review of the existing literature in the realm of sport retirement
clearly demonstrates that no single factor can be identified for being primarily
responsible for ceasing participation in sport. The factorsas sociated with the
reasons to withdraw from sport are manifo ld and will likely differ depending on
the athlete's gender, age, type of partic ipation, and the sport discipline. There are
clearly a wide variety of factors to consider and evaluate when examining the
decisions to continue or terrninate sport participation.
Qualitativ e research seeks to understand phenomena through the meaning
people allocate to them (Denzin& Lincoln, 2000). Through qualitativer esearch,
"the researcher builds a comple x, holistic picture, analyzes words,reportsd etailed
views of informant s, and conduct s the study in a natural setting" (Cresswell,
1998,p .1 5).Qualitativemethodology also subscribest otheidea that there are
multipl e realities, as things are defined differently by each individual (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985).
Research Methodology
Phenomenology is a branch of philosophy and a research method that offers
the opportunity to gain an understanding of the meaning of a phenomenon as it
really is (Munhall, 2007). The aim of phenom enology ist o study the life-world, as
experienced rather than as conceptualized, categorized, or theorized, and in terms
ofa research method, it is the study of essences of experience (VanMancn, 1997).
In other words, phenomenological research aims to clarify situations lived
through by individuals in everyday life. Rather than trying to reducea particular
situation to a convenient number of identifiable variables and to control the
context in which the situation will be studied, phenomenology aimst orem ain as
faithful as possible to the phenomenon and to the context in which it appears in
the world (Giorgi & Giorgi, 2003). Phenomenological researchers attempt to
study the participants' perspective on their world; attempt to describe in detail the
content and structure of their experiences and to explain theire ssential meanings
(Kvale, 1996). From the individual descriptions general or universal meanings are
derived, in other words the essences or structures of theex perience( Moustakas,
1994). According to von Eckartsberg (1986), phenomenological researchs tudies
involve a phenomenon, or problem, where the researcher delineates a focus of
investigation, formulates a question in such a way that it is understandable to
others; the data generating situation, where the researcher starts withd escriptive
narrative provided by subjects who are viewed as co-researchers; and the data
analysis or interpretation, whereas once collected, the data are read and
scrutinized so as to reveal their structure, meaning, configuration, coherence, and
the circumstances of their occurrence and clustering.
This current study was to exploreand understand,i n-depth, thewi thdrawal
motives of former competitive gymnasts from Newfoundland and Labrador , and
was conducted using phenomenology as the guiding methodologicaI orientation.
Phenomenology fits well with this study, which allows participants to focus on
their individual lived experiences . This enables the researchert o captureth e
human experiences to provide a bellerund erstanding and present the participants'
subjective perceptions with clarity and meaning (Giorgi & Giorgi, 2003).
My Gy mnastics Background
Qualitative research is based on the idea that "knowledge is laced with
personal bias and values" (Cresswell, 1998,p .19),anditisthus essentialforth e
researcher to bracket any preconceptions to ensure that these do not interfere with
the study. Moustakas(l994)usestheterrnepochetodescribethi sbracketing
process. In a phenomenolo gical study, the researcherbracketsh er or his
experi encepri ort odatacollectionby settinga sideallprejudgment sinorderto
enter into the interview with an unbiased presence (Cresswell , 1998).
Describing my background in gymnastics helps to give credibilit y to this
research. I was a national level compet itive gymnast for 20 years . Recently I went
through the process of retiring from the sport of gymnastics, however I am still
activel y involved as a competitiv e coach. Although Ididnotcoach any of the
participant s in this research, I was acquainted with many of the participants and
athletes. My knowledge of gymnastics and friendship with the participants I was
interviewing helped to extend and clarify my understanding of their experiences
and helped pro vide a more detailed analysis. Accordin g to Creswell (2003),
personal experience is invaluable in qualitative research, as "the qualitative
researcher systematically reflects on who he or she is in the inquiryandis
sensitive to his or her personal biography and how it shapes the study."(p.182)
It was important for me to be objective, and ensure the situations and
suggestionsdescribedwerefromtheparticipants'pointofview.Itwas essential
to differentiate between my thoughts and the thought s of the participants, while
allowing my knowledge and experien ce in the sport to provide direction and ideas
for the research . My personal experience allowed me to be moreunderstanding
and clear about the experience s the participant s discussed. Also, having
experience in the sport and having worked with many athletes over the years
allowed me to develop the key questions and topic s I asked the participants. I also
haveanunderstandingoftheathletes'levels,thecompetitionsth eywentto, and
the skills they were working on. Knowing all of those things helped me to
understand the experien ces of the participant s.
Participants
Sampling
Purposive sampling was used for this study to collect in-depth information
from participant s who are able to give authentic account s. Phenome nological
studies are conduct ed on small sample sizes as the aim of the study is to "say
something in detail about the perceptions and understandings" of the participants,
rather than to make general claims for a larger population (Smith & Osborn, 2003,
p. 54). In qualitative studies, it is difficult to determine in advanceh owmany
persons should be part of the study. The decisive factor is the pointwh ere
variation comes to an end (Kvale , 1996). In his own words: "Interview as many
subjects as necessary to find out what you need to know" (Kvale, 1996, p. l Ol ).
Accordingly, the number of participants for the present study was determined
when data saturation was reached, where further interv iews yielded no or little
new knowledge. After preliminary analysis of the interviews, it was decided that
after the eleventh participant , we had sufficiently rich data to conelude the data
l'a rticipantR ecruitment
After obtaining ethical approval from the Interdisciplinary Committee on
Ethics in Human Research at Memorial University of Newfoundland and
Labrador, a letter explaining the study in detail, was sent to Gymnastics
Newfoundland and Labrador (GNL), and all gymnastics clubs in the province (see
Appendix A for Letter to Gymnastics Clubs and Organizations), asking for
potential contact information of former competitiv e athletes. Personal contacts
were also used to recruit former gymnasts that are currently active as coaches,
jud ges, and administrators within the gymnastics commun ity. Potential
particip ants were provided with an initial recruitment letter (see Appendix B for
Letter to Participants) outlinin g the detail s and the purpose of the study, as well as
informati on regarding the participation criteria and contact information. In the
letter, those interested in taking part in the study were requested to contact the
researcherbyph one or email, whereth e study was explained to the potential
participant and the criteria to determine the participant's eligibility for the study
was reviewed. At this time, arrangements for the first interview were made.
Written consent was obtained at the time of the first interview.
Participant Character istics
The participants were both adult males (n=4) and females (n=7) who
ranged in age from 19 to 29 years (M =23.09. SD =3.26) at the time of the
interview. The participants' gymnastics career lasted for an averageof l!.73
years (SD=2.83), with a starting age of anywhere between 3 to 9 years old
(M =5.36, SD=2.11), and retired at an average age of 17.18 years (SD =1.40) . All
of the participants were retired national level competitive artistic gymnast from
Newfoundland and Labrador. For the purpose of this study, a national level
competit ive athlete was considered an individual that took part in ah ighly
specialized artistic gymnastics training program for more than I2 hours per week,
and who, in the past, had competed at the national level (e.g., Canadian
Championships, Canada Games, Eastern and/or Atlantic Canadian
Championships). Recently, some researchers have expressed concern about
viewing sport retirement as a terminal event (Coakley 1983). Instead, they have
suggested that retirement should be viewed as a transition, and that the athlete
may find alternative avenues to maintain identification with the sport,and thus
sport retirement should not be viewed as an end to the sport role (Blinde&
Greendorfer, 1985). It should be remembered that the term ' retirement'is
primarily concerned with disengagement and relinquishing formal roles, in this
case, disengagemen t form the role as a national level competitive artistic gymnast.
Thus, for the purpose of the current investigation, an athlete isc onsidered' rctired'
when he or she no longer competes or trains to compete in the sport 0 fart istic
gymnastics . As the current study seeks to investigate the withdrawal motives from
competitive artistic gymnastics, individuals that are presently involvedin a
recreational based gymnastics program, or are actively involved in gymnastics as
acoach,j udge, and/or volunteer, were also considered .
Pifot Study
Before commenc ing this study, a pilot interview was conduc ted.
Consequen tly, a preliminary interview guide was developed based 0 n there lated
literature and persona l experie nce (see Appendix C for Interview Guide). With the
permission of the participant, the pilot interview was audio-taped,bu tnot
included in the analysis of the research . Rather, the pilot interview was simply
used to guide the structure of the interview process and the initial interviewg uide
that was later utilized to collect data from the study's participants. The pilot
interview allowed for the assessment of the comprehensibility and directness of
the questions and the flow of the interview process. The piloti nterviewa lso
providedan opportunity to refine theresearcher' s personali nterview skills,a nd
showed the potential to bring any potential unidentified ethicaI or procedural
considerations to light.
An interview guide approac h is a common way to steer the interview,
while getting the most out of the information from the participant. Accord ing to
Patton (1990), aninterview guide approach providesth einiti al focusfor the
interview, but still allows for the freedom of adding more thought or detail in
particular areas. The researcher can probe further if needed, and clarify the
participants' responses whenever it is necessary. It was decided that the
information gathered would be more extensive using an interview approachrather
than with questionnaires. This way the participants were able to talk freely,
quickly and expressions could be observed, eliminating the tedious taskof them
trying to write out their answers. Following the guides providedi nS mith and
Osborn (2008) , an interview guide was used in this investigation (see Append ix C
for Interview Guide).
The participant s partook in one 45-60 rninute long interview that was
audio-taped. The interview s were arranged at the participant' sc onvenienceand
took place at a site that was mutually agreed upon by the participant andthe
researcher. At the time of the first interview, the study was reviewed and written
consent was obtained from each participant (see Appendix D for consentforrn).
Each participant was provided with the opportunit y to ask questions before
signing the consent forrn and agreeing to take part in the study.
Dala Analysis
Dataanalysisst artedduringth einterviewprocess.Ob servationaln otes
were kept throughout each interview, which provide the researcher with ideas for
the questioning in any subsequent interviews. All interviews were audio-taped
and then transcribed verbatim . All identi fying inforrnation was removedor
generalized and names were replaced with pseudonyms in order to protectthe
participants' confidentiality.
To analyze and gain a greater understanding and interpretation 0 f the lived
experience, Smith and Osbom (2008) describe a step-by-step processof data
analysis, which was used to guide the interpretation and analysis of the data
gathered . After reading the transcript numerous times in order to become familiar
with the participant's account, the researcher used the right-handmarginto
annotate anythin g interesting or significant about the responses. This process was
continu ed for all the transcripts. Then the initial notes were transformedinto
summarizing phrases and ultimately into emerging theme titles. The emergent
themes were then listed on a sheet of paper, and the researchertriesto make sense
of the connections between the themes. The themes were then logically ordered
into clusters and were given a name to represent superordinate themes. The entire
process of analysis was then continued with all ofthediffercnt research questions
and was considered complete when no additional meaningful groupings emerged.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the withdrawal of athletes from
artistic gymnasticsbyemployinga socialexchangetheoreticalperspective.Data
was collected in order to explore, identify, describe , and understand the factors
associated with athletes ' decisions to withdraw from the sport of competitive
artistic gymnastics in Newfoundland and Labrador , as well as to investigate
whether the reasons for discontinuin g involvement varyas a function of gender ,
level of competition reached , and age at the time of dropping out. The researcher
conducted one 45-60 minute in-depth interview with eleven former gymnasts who
metthe criteriaforthis studyandaphenomenological approachwas used to
analyze the qualitative data . The gymnasts' personal stories allowed the
researcher to gain knowled ge of the perceived experiences. This chapter outlines
the common themes that emerged during the data analysis. The quotes and
examples selected are those that best illustrate and clarify each theme. The
researcher replaced particip ants' names with pseudon yms, in ordert oprotccttheir
confidentiality. Results of the data analysis are presented in the following
sections: The first section addresses the perceived benefits associatedwith
participation in competitive artistic gymnastics. The second section concentrates
on the perceived costs associated with participation. The third section focuses on
other factors impacted or influenced the participant s' decision to continue or
tenn inateparticipat ion. The fourth section describes the participant s' perceived
reasons for retirement and the fifth section describes the participants' personal
reflections regarding their decision to retire.
Perceived Benefi ts
This section outlines several themes describing the perceived benefits to
participatin g in competitive artistic gymnastics. The themes can be categorized
into four major themes: social ,physical,psycho logica l, and affective.
Social Benefits
All eleven participant s indicated that they enjoyed the social aspectsof
their involvement in gymna stics. Socia l benefits included a rangeofresponses,
including social relationships with other gymnasts and coaches, meeting new
people at competition s and training carnps, and being involved in social activities
with their athlete-friend s either in conjuncti on with or outside of regular training
"Ehm, so you now we used to alway s eh we 'd always hang out
together . We 'd go out to movi es, we 'd go, like we 'd go to the f air if
it was here. We 'd go, you know, we 'd go bike riding. Sometimes
our coacheswould takeusto,likehe'dtakeusoutto Sunshin e
camp for a day. And we 'd j ust hang out and I remember one year,
one of our coaches took us to the Regalia. Like we did lots of
stuff. " (Participant IO)
Man y indica ted that most friends they had were gym nasts,
"But it 's very wonderful, because the social aspect of it is grea t.
Most of my best friends come fro m gymnastics. "(Participant 8)
and some described what it was like hav ing a seco nd family.
"Some of my bestfriends were in the gym, yo u know what I mean,
these were sort of my fa mily. " (Participant 7)
Meeti ng new peopl e was also ident ified as a socia l benefit.
"Ehm I guess , like I met a lot of new people . Like it taught me to
meet new peop le, like at different competitions and stuff."
(Partic ipant 5)
Physical Benefi ts
All partic ipants indicated that thcy ga ined man y favo urable physical
attri butes through their parti cipat ion in gymnas tics , such as beingphysicallyfit:
"[. ..] yo u gained physical benefits like the strength and flexibi lity " (Participant
l) , andl earn ing abouthowtolead a health ylifestyle.
"It taught me, you know the importance of being healthy and
physical activity, daily activity and stuff like that. ' (Participant 4)
Psychological Benejits
Several themes of psychological benefit s emerged. Thep articipants'
responsestendedtoidentify intemalpsychologicalbenefits such asp ersonality
traits and characteristics, and other advantageous life skills, as well as external
psychological benefits, dealing mostly with the participants' personalidentity
development.
The following personal qualities were perceived by the participants as
being internally developed as a result of their involvement inco mpetitive
gymnastics, with the most prevalent being time management skills.
"Ehh yeah I think ... yeah fo r sure, dejinit ely. In terms of just
learning commitment to one thing and eh or many things. Time
management was a huge thing because as a kid yo u 're kinda, you
know you got all that time at the gym, yo u got allot some time for
studying."(Participant3)
"Ehm everything, because you had to budget yo ur time so well that
you needed a very ridged schedule because otherwise you would
get nothing done outside the gym. " (Participant I I)
Othercharactertraitswerep erseverance,di scipline,d edication, good work ethic,
as well as self-confidence and mental toughness.
"Well, perseverance ... yo u've experienced plenty of their
f rustrations and their fe ars. And also in other par ts like llearned
lot of dijJerentlike small life lessons l suppose fro m the gym, about
like, about perseverance, about never giving up and how like
things can be very, very diffi cult and very f rustrating but if yo u
work hard and stuff it will work out. " (Participant 8)
"l think gymnastics gives peop le like discipline cause like it takes a
lot of discipline to be a gymnast, and that 's probably carried on
into otherthings. " (Participantl)
"Defi nitely. lthink it made me more self-confident. During
competitions you have to, you have to look self-confi dent when
you're competing, so yo u have to learn how to be self-confident. "
(Participant 6)
Leadership skills, sportsmanship, maturity and independence, andfuture career
objectives were also mentioned by some of the participants.
Most of the participants also mentioned that these skills seemed to transfer
toother aspectsintheirl ives. For exampleParticipant 3foundthat performing as
an individual in front of spectators made it easy for him to speak 0 ro therwise
perform in public.
"I guess you are always pe rforming as an indiv idual in f ront of a
crowed, right ? So anytim e that that was, anytim e that I had to do
that , it wasn 't a big deal so anytime I had to give presen tations in
school or espec ially with ... in high school when I was involved in
musicals it was kinda, if they said, [Stan} , yo u gotta go out on
stage and do this, it wasn 't a big shock to me, so then you could
kind ... you know. " (Participan t 3)
Identity development, feeling specia l, and a feeling of belongingt o at eam
were indicated as extemal psychological benefits by most of the participants.
Most participants explained that they defined themselves or were know by others
as ' a gymnast'.
"You know you defi ned you rself as being a gymnast back then,
like: 'What do yo u do? ', 'I' m in gymnastics ', so that was a big par t
of it and yo u know. " (Participa nt l)
"I don 't know it was kind yo u, that almost defi ned you , who yo u
were , yo u were (Stan) oh he can do fl ips. " (Participant 3)
Many of the participants also enjoyed representing the club, provinee or nation,
and felt as if they were part of a team. All of the participants also tookpleasurein
receiving awardsandrecognition forth eir success in gymnastics.
AfJectiveBenefits
Having fun was the most important thing to Participant 6 in her
gymnastics career.
" We had lots, and lots offun. That 's why I loved gymnastics so
much ... "(Participa nt6)
Other s felt similarly about liking gymnastics and there were severa l common
ways of experiencing enjoy ment, such as overall enjoymentoftr ainingand
competing, travelling and going on trips with the team, learning and developing
new skills, as well as improving and performin g the skills and routines.
" To travel away as a kid and think still the travelling was my, I
loved the ability to j ust gelling on a plane and fly away somew here
different, seeing the sites, doing gymnastics, and then come back
j ustfo ra weekend. " (Partic ipant 2)
''[...j you know yo u did wanna get those moves there you know
j ust a kinda as a trophy to put in your own case and: 'yeah, I got
that move or that routine. " , (Participa nt 3)
"Learning new skills. Yeah I loved learning new skills, I loved
puttin g routines together. It wasn 't really about competing. I
wasn 't, I didn 't love compe ting, I liked competing, but I loved like
to learn new skills and stujJ. " (Participant 10)
Other benefits mention ed by only three of the participants were that
gymnastics kept them out of trouble, keeping them "off the streets ", and "with
like good kids who were working hard and stuff. " (Participant 5) Only one
participant mentioned the benefit of feeling energetic and better ablet o
concentrate and think after his training sessions.
"I'd get home ehm I was already energetic fr om that practice so I
still sort of had blood stimulation going on ... it was eh I was able
to think clearly so I would go home I'd do my math homework
because that 's usually all I really had, I'd do most of my
homework in school. " (Participant 2)
This section outlines several themes describing the perceived costs to
participating in competitive artistic gymnastics. The costs identified by the
study's participants can be categorized into four major themes: social, physical,
emotional, and environment al.
Because of the vast time commitment needed to perform high-level
gymnastics, all eleven participants indicated that they missed out on many social
activities such as school sports and other extra-curricular activities, and spending
time with friends from outside the gymnastics comm unity, as well as their family.
All indicated that they were training between 16 to 20 hours a week at the peak of
their careers, and thus felt as if they were missing out on various opportun itiest o
partake in different activities.
"Ehm like I said in High School I had probably less of a socia l life
than some of the other people in school with me, but I'm not sure
that young an age anyways that I was socia l enough to have, made
it much of a difference. Ehm I don 't know that was because I
started gymnastics at such a yo ung age I didn 't have a very big
group offriends. " (Participant 4)
Participating in such a time demanding sport also seemed to lead to ave ry
structured and strict daily regime with little orno time for other activities.
"Eh well when I was, before the coaching I'd say it wasn 't too
difficult. Like I said it was fro m Grade 3 on so it was life, right? Eh
yo u get off school, yo u go home, yo u have enough time to grab a
bite to eat and then yo u have to beat it to the gym. After the gym
yo u come home, you eat again , and yo u do your homework and
then it 's time to go to bed. Right, so it was, it was a pretty strict
schedule, school, gym, homework, bed, school, gym, homework.
bed. " (Participa nt 7)
Several participants also put gymnastics above everythin g else, basing many
decision on their training schedules and commitm ent to their gymnastics
performance .
"Ehm I guess because it took away fr om doing stuffwith my fr iends
and outside of the gym, but I'm still a very social person. [. ..j And
then I'd have gymnastic Sunday mornings so I probably wouldn 't
be able to go out late with my f riends on a Saturday night. I'd have
to come home and I would make myself come home and go to bed
because I knew I had to get up early and train, so " (Participant 6)
Another social cost mentioned by three participants was the lack of same
age peers involved in gymnastics.
"I think like, I was in a group and I was the oldest with like my
sister. So it was my sister and her fri ends and then me by myself
So that was like kind of odd Like, like I didn 't really fi t in, like
with a bunch of like Grade 8s and I was in Grade 10 and II . "
(Participant 5)
Physical Costs
All participants indicated injuries and physical pain as a majordrawback
regardingth eirinvolvementin gymnastics. Somec ontinuedtrainingwith chronic
I
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repetitive stress injuries and as a result either couldn 't perform at an intensity or
level that they would have liked to, or training simply became not ' fun' anymore.
"I think the main thing like it ended up with like where my ankles
were hurting so much and my back like I didn 't it wasn 'tfu n
anymore because like I had to sit down all the time or ju st not do
or you know do ankle exercises or whatever. " (Participant I)
"I had a lot serious injuries at that up to that point ehm and it was
ju st kind of, Ijust knew I physically couldn 't take anymor e of it. "
(Participant 4)
"Ehm it was a lot of impact on my body so I had a lot of lower
body injuries and back injuries and stuff. I spent a lot of time at
phy sio. [. ..] I did have a lot a/injuries/ rom the gym ' (Participant
All participant s seemed to experience a great deal of emotional distress as
a result of training and competing. Being frustrated , not being abIe to perform
well, and fears about doing specific skills or competing were among the most
"I used to f reak out all the time. / used to be so fr ustrated all the
time / couldn 't get something, because / guess / would pressure
myself and If /was scared to do it / would get really annoyed at
myself andfrustrated. So emotionally, / would leave the gym upset
a lot of the time. " (Participant 6)
Many also found that training become so mon oton ous to the extent that it
became no longer enjoy able .
"lt j ust got to a po int where / was doing, / would go there every
single pra ctice and / would do the same thing over and over and
over again. And it wasn 't j ust f or like a month period of time, it
was f or 6-month period of time, so it was f or a long time yeah. So /
was, / really, it wasn 't that / got bored at practices. " (Participa nt
2)
"Just because it was gelling to the point where gymnastics was
being more, well going to the gym and training was starting to
become more of a chore than it was a pleasure. " (Participant 4)
Disappointm ent of not makin g the team , inability to perform a skill or do
well at a competition, not progressing, and lack of success also led to negative
"Failing at gelling a skill. Slowly gelling a skill, and watching
other people gelling it f aster around you. Ehm, there was times
when 1 would have fig hts with people within my group because we
got too competitive with each other. And that was very emotionally
drain ing. " (Participant 8)
Participant 9 also mentioned this inter-peer competition:
"Like you are training with people, but you 're competing against
them in the end and ifyo u are training with people that often ,
sometimes you just get into fi ghts. 1didn 't like that. Ehm, well
there is times when like we came back from a meet and then this
girl won 't talk to me kind of a thing. Yeah, won 't answer a single
question because of whatever happened. And there is also the
whole j ealousy part of it, like oh she got a new skill l' m not gonna
be happy f or her. " (Participant 9)
One participant only also felt embarrassed when competin g out of
province because of feeling unprepared and not able to compete att he same high
"1got the lowest mark 1ever received in ehhh in pommels. It was
eh 1got a two, j ust a two and it was a funn y thing because one of
the j udges came up to me and showed me what 1was doing wrong
during warm-up , and / still did what / was doing during the
competition. / looked over and he like shook his head like: 'What
are you doing? ' And it was, / fe lt kind of embarrassed. So that was
bad. " (Participant 2)
External forces were also identified by all of the participants, Some felt
pressured by their parent s and coache s, Most participant s also mentioned
coachin g practic es and behaviour as one of the major negative environme ntal
factors . Coaches were described as unenthu siastic, impatient , too serio us and
focused on performanc e and competition, spending more time in theoffice rather
than with the athletes in the gym, unsymp atheti c, and impo sing imposs ible
trainin g standards that are not developm entally appropriate. For example
Particip antllwas expectedto successfullyperform atrickymovefive times ina
row, and had to continu e doing so until she was succes sful, on one 0 eeasion
spending an entire practice on the same skill. Other s felt that the coaches were
either unknowl edgeable ,
"I remember like at the end where / like tried to fig ure out how to
do skills myself, or like, yo u know it was, no one was really
pushing me to do that, I'd f eellike / was kinda pushing myself.
Having to self-motivate, as oppose d to like be motivated by yo ur
coach to do things. And then like your coach not really knowing
like what things to pu t together, or like sometimes yo u 're like: Ok,
I should do this combination like oh yea h, I never thought of that.
Like yo u 're the coach, yo u should know more. " (Participant 9)
or unwilling to perform a regular duty of ac aring coach.
"I remember we used to time him sometimes, and see how long he
spend down with us, and see how long he spend up in his office
doing whatever he did up there. And 1/3 or the time he was down
with us, 2/3 of the time, I was coaching the other boys. "
(Participant 7)
All participants included financial costs in their interviews. Most 0 fthe
costs that occurred were due to training fees, competiti on registration andtravel
costs, as well as training and competition attire.
" Yeah on top of trainingfees, travel fees , all that stuff, registration
fees ,just couldn 't do it. So ehm, they asked, [my coach at the time}
if, ehm, which was more important , the body suit or the tracks uit,
and obviously the body suit is the more impor tant of the two, so
that 's what I got my fi rst year competing. I didn 't get the
' (Participant II)
Other external costs mentioned by two participants were a lack of
infrastructure and properly trained coaches, and only one participantmentioned
an incident of hazing.
One perceived cost about being involved in gymnastics that was
mentioned by male participant s only was the social stigma about the sport itself,
where gymnastics was associated with the female gender by their peers and the
general public.
"Eh, I think being in a very closed minded society in
Newfoundland, the stigma of being a gymnast and everyone
assuming that you' re, that you 're gay or whatever, or girlie, yo u
know?"(Participant 6)
Other lnj/u ential Factors
This section focuses on other factors that impacted or influencedth e
participants'decisiontoeontinue ort erminatepartieipation.Participants
identified coachin g, parents and peers, and environmental factors. These extemal
elements seemed to influence the participants in both positive and negative ways,
which is why they are grouped separately from the perceived costs andb enefits.
Coac hing
Coacheswere botha positiveanda negative deciding factor.C oaching
practices and behaviours were perceived as having a negative effect on the
participants' sport experience. As mentioned in the previous section,m ost
participants statedthattheir coaches weret oo serious,uncaring,un cooperative,
and unsupportive.
"It was. it was all coac hing related. The coac h would get very
frust rated with me and tell me to leave the gym because I wouldn 't
do a certain skill I was terr ified of flyaway offhigh bar. I wouldn't
do it. I wouldn 't let go ofthe bar, and [my coach] got fr ustrated
andjusttold me to get the hell out if I wasn 't gonna do anythi ng. "
(Participa nt 7)
The same participant also revealed hisd isappointment whenhi s coach
held him back by from a performance perspective and didn 't allow him to
compete at the Nationa l Champion ships. However a few participants viewed their
coaches as being an important support system.
"Ehhm I 'd say my group fo r sure and [my coach). I used to get
fr ustrated : so many days at the gym and j ust cry, and [she] would
be so suppor tive of me, so definitely [my coach] was my bigges t
suppor t. '(Partic ipant6)
When asked about their support systems, all participants either mentioned
their parents or their athlete-friends. Parents influenced the athletes' involvement
in competit ive gymnastics with emotional support such as encouragement and
guiding their decision-process.
"Yeah cause yo u are well I think mom and dad kinda seen that
happening I guess to them you get less interested in going to the
gym and less interested, less interested ehm so I think they brought
it up say said you know 'are yo u still interested in going to the
gym? Is that really something you wanna be at anymore? ' And not
press uring yo u to quit they would have seen me you know go on f or
another IOyears if, if I wanted to. " (Participant 3)
Through tangible support suchas driving participants to practice sessions,
paying for training fees, and going to competitions, parents also nurtured their
"Well they came, they drove me to every single practice and p icked
me up f rom every practice. Paid f or all my training and all my
trips and my dad never missed a competition. " (Participant 8)
Athlete-peers were also described as being an important support system by
three participants.
"Yeah, J mean we were pretty close when we trained together.
There was probably 4 or 5 of us that were about the same age. And
we were all pretty good buddies, and yeah so, we could always
count on each other, and we always you know give each other a
hard time and that too, it was f un. We had a lot of f un, and eh, I'd
say you could defin itely say that that was a good support system. "
(Participant JO)
Extema l factor s that influ enced the part icipant s' se lf-assess ment whether
or not to withd raw from compet itive gymnas tics were that they had noth ing left to
trai n for,
"Well my biggest goal as Jsaid was to go to Canada Games, so
then once J made it to my Canada Games, we kind of have this
view f rom being fro m Newfo undland, like that, there is only so fa r
and so good you can be Jguess, training with the fac ilities that we
have and the money that we have and the coaching profess ionals
that we have Jguess. Ehm, the Jguess that J had the idea that as a
Newfo undland athlete, that was the f urthest J was gonna get. So
that's where 1lost my motivation to continue training. "
(Participant B)
geogra phicala nd infrastructural limitations,
"There needs to be more in this province fo r senior athletes. There
is nothing in this province f or senior athletes and it 's very sad
There is no gym time; there is no respect fo r the fact that yo u need
senior athletes in yo ur gymfor the younger kids. They need to look
up to somebody. Even if those senior athletes don 't want to
compete anym ore, you need to have somethingfor them. "
(Participant 9)
and one participant described a situation where otherathlete-friendswere also
contemplating about leaving or had already made the decision to leave the sport.
"I remember talking to my f riends like a f ew of the frie nds in my
gro ups being like; 'Well are yo u quitt ing this year ', because it 'd
make a difference to me if 1 was gonna be the oldest one. Like we
were the oldest people in the gym that so if 1was gonna be the
oldest person left there I'd probably wouldn 't stay in it. But if my
frien ds were sticking around maybe 1 would have too. 1don 't
know. " (Participant I)
Reasons f orRetirement
The following section describes the participants' perceived reasons for
theirr etirement.Responsesillustratethattheparticipants'reasons seemed to stem
from restrictions placed on their ability to continue to participate in competitive
gymnastics. These restricti ons could be classified into three themes: social
restrictions, personal restrictions, and environmental restrictions.
The most frequently cited reasons for deciding to retire were social
restrictions such as time constraints and having other responsibilities. Many
participants found it difficult to coordinate school, training and even a part-time
job andthus optedtot erminateth eir gymnastics career.W antingm ore time for
themselves, not wanting to miss out on activities outside of gymnastics, and
wanting to experience other sports and activities were identified as major reasons,
Three participants had or wanted to get a part-time job when they entered
their last year of high school, making it near impossible to maintain the intense
time commitment associated with participation in competitive gymnastics.
"Once 1 turned 16 1wanted to get a job so that took up as much
time. " (Participant I)
"So when 1started Grade 121 started foc using on getting money
f or University and a getting my own j ob during the school year. So
that 's when l quit. " (Participant 2)
"Ehmm yOIl know yo II do want to have YOllr own life 23 hours in a
week is a pretty big hit on a 16 year old schedule when they wanna
getajob. " (Participant 3)
The part icipants also wanted to focus on their studies,
"I did wanna f ocus more on my school work. " (Participant 2)
or wanted to get involve d in other sports or other realms ofgymnasti cs.
"But then, that was the same sort of eh, that was the same sort of
period 1was starting coaching, so 1was training 18.5 hours a
week, 1was coaching 20 hours a week, and 1was entering my last
year of high school, hoping , hoping to go to University. "
(Participant 7)
"I wanted to try other sports and 1didn 't have time and so 1did
that and that 's when 1got involved with volleyball and
cheerleadingT(Participant II )
Four participant s also cited that their athlet e-friends were th inking about
quittin g or had already left the sport. These indiv idual s were no Ionger having
fun , as they were no longer able to train with age-match peers they knew and
liked , and had to train with athletes that wer e younger than them.
"I was kinda like: 'Well it 's not worth it if my friends aren 't gonna
be there [ ...}I'm not gonna stay there if there is no one else there
either. " (Participant I)
"Like I was one of the oldest ones in the group and there was no
one to look up to anymore. " (Participant 5)
"I think the main reason why I quit was because all the other girls
were quitting. " (Participant 6)
"A lot of the guys that I trained with going up through quit bef ore I
did We went to Canada Games in '95 and a lot of those guys that I
grew up with in gymnastics quit right after that. So I was kind of
the older the older kid in the gym then and I was only like I5 years
old, 14 years old But eh, it ju st kinda got boring I was, yo u know I
was training with all these little young fe llows and it ju st wasn 't
the same fo r me. " (Participa nt 10)
Wantin g to spend mor e tim e with friends and famil y, or wantin g more
tim e for them selve s, as well as not havin g to miss out on soc ial activities due to
gymnas tics were also describ ed as reasons for retirement by fourpart icipant s .
"One of many yes, / did, / wanted to have a social life. / also
wanted to ehh see if/could start a relat ionship with someone ehm
/ wanted to spend more time with my fam ily. [. ..j. Minor reason
would be like the me time like / wouldfinally get a chance to be by
myself, you know, have a lillie bit of cool down time sit down and
ju st think about whatever. " (Participant 2)
.. [...j you knew in the back of your mind yo u 're missing out on a
bunch of stuff that 's going on with your fr iends. " (Participant 3)
..Well / never got to see any fri ends, / never got to go to parties, /
never got to hang out, / never, you know if / was seeing a girl, you
know how often did you get to see her really ? Yeah, you know,
gymnastics is not life, like there is so much more to it, and I'm
missing all of it. " (Participant 7)
" [...j the last year of like Junior High and into High School when
it was, you know when yo u 're a pre-teen/teenager and you 're, it' s
all about hanging out with your fri ends and you know going to
parties and that kind of thing and there is a lot of stuff / missed out
of because of gymnastics. " (Participant /0)
After being asked ifhe was happy to retire, Participant 3 responded:
"It was good because I got to do a bunch of that stuff I was
missing out on. But yo u know going out with the guys or yo u know,
going, having a game of golf with the guys yo u know yo u wouldn 't
have don e that if yo u were involved in, you know or ehh what else?
Yeah it was happy time for a while cause then you , you didn' t have
to go to the gym everyday [. ..] yo u knew in the back of yo ur mind
yo u 're missing out on a bunch of stuff that 's go ing on with yo ur
jr iends."(Particip ant 3)
Personal restriction s cited as reasons for withdrawing from gymnastics
includedp erformancelimitations,ph ysicallimitations and injury,h avingn othing
left to train for, and lack of motivation and interest.
Many participant s felt as if they had reached their limits and did not
improve any further.
"And I could train fo r Nationals but I never fe lt a thought I would
like do any better at Nationals than I had before . I had reached my
peak. " (Participant 8)
"Honestly, at, it go t to a point where the ehm novelty of doing
gymnastics had worn off, and I honestly didn 't know why I was
doing gymnastics later on, that was when 1 was abou t eh 12 yea rs
old ehm 1 was sor t of , I, 1 kinda plateaued 1 don 't think 1 improved
a whole lot at that po int and ehm 1 honestly wasn 't sure why 1 was
continuing with it. " (Participant 2)
"Like when 1 came back, it was always like 1don 't know how I'm
gonna get any beller, that 's a huge thing, realizing that 1pr etty
milch like reached my limit here, no mailer how hard 1 work, it 's
really not gon na do that milch more. " (Participa nt 9)
Physical limitations, such as lack of physical charac teristics and being too
old,and particularly injuries,we rcalsoo neof themajor reasonsfor retirement.
"[ ..} and it was beca use basica lly because 1guess I'd been doing
it f or solongthen, Lhad a lot serious injuries at that lip to that
po int ehm and it was jus t kind of, Ij ust knew 1physi cally couldn 't
take anymore ofit. " (Participant 4)
Statemen ts such as not being able to meet their goals, or already having
met their goals indicated that the participants had nothing left to train for.
"Eh well I jus t didn' t have motivation to go anym ore. 1 wanted to
compe te and ... 1 wanted to do like Canada Games and 1 knew that
1 wasn' t going to go to Nationals. ' (Participant 5)
"Biggest reasons : Gelling to Canada Games, having no where else
toreach for." (Participant 8)
Nine of the participant also lost their motivation and interest to continue.
Towards the end of their career, workout s became repetitive , not enjoy able.
"In the end there, that was pr etty much why, why I ended up
quitting, because I wasn 't having the same fun that I used to have
at the gym. " (Participant 10)
Eight participant s revealed that geographic limitations and lackof
infrastructure were reasons to retire from competitive gymnastics in
Newfoundland and Labrador. Participants felt as if they had "out-grown the
program " (Participant 9), getting little support from coaches and club
administration. Not having a coach at all or coaches that could provide them with
high quality assistance at a higher level, as well as otherrestrictions such as
training time availability for older athletes and unavailability of same-level
competit ion within the province were all reasons cited. Someparticipantsa lso
quoted coaching behaviours and practices as reasons forr etirement.
"I'm not sure exactly when Coach 1 sort of eased into this whole I
don 't really know how to describe it, but the way it was, when we,
you know towards the end with Coach 1, it stopped being fun when
he eh he was acting that way. " (Participant 7)
Financial reasons were cited by two participant s as a cause forre tirement.
"1realized that 1was, again 1 was being a burden on my f amily 's
financial situation so 1said I'd give something up, voluntarily
quit."(Participant2)
Seven participated also indicated that they were ' ready to retire' ,reaching
a stage in their life where they opted to move on to the "next chapter in their life
"(Participant 4). After being asked why she retired from gymnastics, Participant
4 simply answered, "it was time ".
Participants 'P ersona/Refiection
The participant s of this study reacted both positively and negativelyto
their decision to retire from gymnastics.
Many participant s were uncertain and had a difficult time making their
decision to leave competitiv e gymnastics. Some had regrets and thought that they
had retired too early.
"As time progressed like a year after, a year and a half after and
like now 1regret training, 1mean 1regret quilling all the time, 1
wish 1 would have trained longer. " (Participant 8)
Six participants also described an empty feeling after their retirement,
having difficulty filling the extra time gained.
"And yo u start saying, yo u sit down one evening and yo u say 'I
should be going somewhere now ' You know you 're saying 'Oh no
I'm not going to the gym what am 1going to to? ' The yo u got, you
got the stress of it, well not the stress it wasn 't stress, but yo u know
the thing of 'jes, what am 1gonna do now tonight? ' You know and
yo u 're fi nding stuff yo u know and it doesn 't take long for those
voids to fi ll in but 1think the fi rst couple of months was probab ly
the hardest. " (Participant 3)
Most participants also mentioned a feeling of loss. In retrospect,
participantsl ongedforl ostrecognition,t ravel, friends, identity, as well as the
positive physical aspects. While most participants seemed to adjust to their
transition more easily, a few experienced more intense emotionaI reactions being
extremely upset and disappointed.
Equally compared to negative reactions, many participants also found
themselves very content, having an easy time decid ing to withdraw and some
even felt a sense of relief. Many justified this feeling with gainedtimeth atthey
could now spend with other friends, family and other act ivities such as their
"It gave me more lime. That 's a big thing " (Participant 3)
Seven out of the eleven participants also made a positive transition into
other realms of their gymnastics such as coachin g, judgin g, and lifei nge neral.
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Figure 4.1. Summ ary overv iew of th e results .
The overall motivation for completin g this project was to explore, identify,
describe, and understand the factors associated with the participants'decisionsto
withdra w from competit ive artistic gymnastics, as well as to investigate whether
the reasons for discontinuin g involvement vary as a function ofg ender, level of
competitionreached, and age at the time of droppin g out. Using a
phenomenological research methodology, the researcher ' satl emptto studyth e
participants'perspectiveontheirworldi stranslated intoacomprehensive
description ofthe content and structure ofth epartieipants'experiences and ari ch
account of their essential meanings (Kvale, 1996). The present qualitative
interview-based study of eleven former high-level competitive gymnasts points to
a few predominating factors that likely contributed to their decisionto stop
participating in competitive artistic gymnastics. The results 0 f thiss tudya lso
provide great insight into what gymnasts believe the costs and benefits of
participatingin gymnastics are,whichis criticalinunderstanding their decisions
to discontinue participation.
Specific questions surrounding the gymnast's partic ipation and retirement
experiences were addressed, focusing on perceived benefits andc ostsassociated
with participation in competitive artistic gymnastics, factors intluen cingth e
athletes' decision to continueor terminate participation, the perceived reasons for
retirement, andthe part icipants' personalr eflectionsr egardingth eir decision. The
results suggest that the study's participants did indeed engage in ap ersonal
assessment of the costs and benefits of being involved inco mpetitivegymnastics,
and as they came closer to their retirement , it became more apparent that they
sought to maximize positive and minimize negative experiences. The following
section will describe each of the major perceived costs and benefits as well as
other factors that impacted the participants' decision to ultimately disco ntinue
their involvement in competitive gymnastics.
Social Exchange Theory: Perceived Costs and Benefits
According to the social exchange framework, behaviour is motivated by a
desire to maximi ze positive experiences and minimize negative experiences
through social interactions (Schmidt & Stein, 1991). For the participants in this
study, the perceived bcnefitsb ecame increasingly less important and thus did no
longer offse t the perceived costs to a point where it became no Ionger'worth'
being involved in compet itive gymnastics. Perceived costs included socialltime
constraints, physical costs, negative emotional reactions, as well as environmental
forces,and the perceived benefitsin cludedsoc ial, physical, psychological,and
affective benefits. The benefits of participating in competitive gymnastics,
weighed against the amount of energy, time, dedication, ando ther costs that the
athlete was willing to invest, were at first perceived ase quitable, butasthe
participants got older an imbalance was perceived. Alternative activities seemed
to draw the participants away from the demanding routine of competitive
gymnastics.
Perceived Benefits, Costs, and Other Factors
Socia l benefits were enjoye d by all eleven participants,whichdescribed
positive relationships with other gymnas ts and coaches , meeting newpeoplea t
gymnastics meets and training camps, as well as enjoying spending time with
their athlete-friends during weekly training sessions orot her social activities
outside the gym setting. As in the researc h conducted by Johns, Lindner, &
Wolko (I990),when asked about their overa ll sport experience, many participants
reported that they had enjoye d meeting new people and making new friends. They
also indicated that mostfr iends they hadweregymnasts,andsome even described
that through spending so much time with their athlete-friends and coaches made
them feel as if they had a second family.
Physical benefits tended to include favourable physical characteristics
such as overa ll physical fitness and learning how to lead a healthy Iifestyle in the
future, which have not been previously mentioned in the literatureo
Severa l psychological benefits surfaced. The participants' responses
tended to identi fy personal qualities gained through their involvement in
competitive gymnastics, with the most prevalent being time management skills.
Other charac ter traits mentioned were persevera nce, discipline, dedication and a
good work ethic, as well as self-confidence and menta l toughness. Leadership
skills, sportsmanship, maturity and independence , and future careerobjectives
were also mentioned by some of the participants. The identified psychological
traits close ly resemble ' learned competence' and ' autonomy' , which were
identified by the study participants in Guillete t al. (2002). Many 0 f the
characteristics identi fied above were also said to have transferred to other aspects
of the participants' lives after their retirement. Identity development,fee ling
special, and a feeling of belonging to a team were indicated as extema l
psychological benefits. Most participants explained that they defined thcmsclves
or were know by others as ' a gymnast' . Many of the participants also enjoyed
representing their club, province or nation, and felt as if they were part ofa team.
All of the participa nts also took pleasure in receiving awards and rccogni tion for
their success in gymnastics. Smith (1986) also recognized trophies and other
concrete awards as benefits, and found that affect ive benefits sueh as achieving
desired goals, and feelings of competence and mastery were also acknowledged .
The present investigation also named many positive affective outcomes
that related to the overall enjoyment of training and competing, travelling and
going on trips with the team, learning and developin g new skills, as well as
improving and performing the skills and routines. Such feelings of satisfaction
when learning new skills were also highlighted as a perceived benefit by Johns,
Lindner,andWolko(l990).
Similar to the participants' responses in a study conducted byJohns,
Lindner, and Wolko (1990), the time commitment required in order to be a high-
levelcompetitive gymnastresuhedinvarious socialc osts.Participants said that
they missed out on many social activities such as school sports and other extra-
curricular activitie s, and weren 't able to spend much time with friends and family .
Because all of the participant s were training between 16 t020 hours a week, they
felt as though they missed out on various opportunit ies to partake in different
activities. Following a very structured and strict daily regime with little orno time
for other activitiesaswell as schedulin gallotherthings aroundthee xhaustive
training schedule was also cited. Althoughonl yhi ghlightedbyth reep articipant s,
not having same age peers to train with was also a factorindecidingt oterminate
involvement. The perceived social costs identified in the current research project
seemed to be more significant compared to the low social constraints found by
Guillet, Sarrazin, Carpenter , Trouill oud, and Cury (2002).
All of the participants indicated that injuries and the resulting physical
pain were major costs of being involved in competitive gymnastics, supporting
the research of both Guillet et al. (2002), and Johns, Lindner, and Wolko(l990).
Although some continued to train with injuries, they couldn' t perform at the same
level of skill that they would have liked to, or training simply became not ' fun'
anymore, most likely due to the related pain.
A greatdealofemotional distress as ares ultof traininga ndc ompeting
was experienced by all of the participants. They revealed that they were
frustrated, had fears about doing specific skills or competing, and felt badly about
not being able to perform well. Many participants also found that training became
so monotonous to the extent that it became no longer enjoya ble. 0 isappointment
associated with not making the team, similar to the cost of being deselected from
the team by Guillet, etal. (2002), the inability to perform a skill or perform well
ata competition, not progressing,and a lackof successalso led to negative
emotional reactions. One participant only felt embarrassed when competing out of
province because he felt unprepared and not able to compete at the same
performance level as other individuals.
The most central extemal forces that were also identified by Johns,
Lindner, and Wolko (1990) were feelings of pressure applied byth eir parents and
coaches,a swe ll as negativecoachingpracticesand behaviour. Coacheswere
describedasunenthusiastic ,impatient,too serious,focusedonperformanceand
competiti on, unsympathetic , spending more time in the office rather than with the
athletes in the gym, and imposing impossible training standards that aren ot
developmentall y appropriate . Some felt that the coaches were unknowledgeable
and even disinclined to perform a regular duty of a caring coach. All participants
included financial costs, which were due to training fees,c ompeti tionre gistration
and travel costs, as well as training and competitio n attire. Other external costs
mentioned by two of the participa nts were a lack of infrastructure andproperly
trained coaches, and only one participant described a hazing incident. One
perceived cost about being involved in gymnastics that was mentioned by male
participants only was the social stigma abolit the sport itself, whcre gymnastics
was associate d with the female gender by their peers and the general public.
However, as Smith (1986) proposed, the decision to continue their
involvement in competitive gymnastics was not based entirely on this balance
between costs and benefits . Other factors also influenced the partic ipants'
decision to continue or to withdraw . The present study identified threee xternal
element s that influenced the participants in both positive and negativew ays.
These factors were coaching, parents and peers, and environmental factors.
Especially noteworthy were the environmental factors, which were mostly
geographical and infrastructur al limitations, such as lack of opportunitiest o
compete within the province and lack of experienced coach ing staff, making it
extremely difficult, ifnot impossible to be a contender to compete athi gher
Perceived Reasons f or Retirement
Consistent with previous findings (e.g., Stambulova, 1994; Wylleman,
Alfermann,& Lavallee, 2004) no single reason for ceasingp articipa tion could be
found after conducting the interviews. Like much of the previous Iiterature
examining sport withdrawal reasons (e.g., Dixon, 2001; Fry, et al., 1981; Gould,
1987;l'etlichkoff, 1982; Robinson & Carron, 1982) the present study found that
conflicts of interest and other social restrictions were very consistentlyci ted
motivesfor sportretirement.'Wantingt otr y other sports, 'w antingt o have a
social life, and 'ge tting to do activities previously missed out on' were frequently
encountered responses. Suchso cial restrictions were mosto ftenc ited as reasons
for the participant s' retirement in the current research, which were oftenrelatedto
the extreme time commitment that is associated with being a competit ive
gymnast. Other research (e.g., Butcher, et al., 2002; Dixon, 200 1; Du and Tsa i,
2007; Gould, etai., 1981; Johns et al., 1990; Pctlichkoff, 1982) also concluded
that conflicts of interest are the primary reason for sport attrition. Participants
shared a desire to be involved in other activities such as other sports and social
activ ities includin g spending more tim e with friends and fami ly, as well as felt as
if they missed out on things such as hanging out with friends, going to partiesand
the ability to date. The time-consuming and demandin g training sched uleof
competitive gymnastics seems to be an important factor driving athletes away,
which was also supported by Koukouris (199l , 1994). In support oft he research
conducted by Gustafssone t al. (200 8), the participants of the present research also
described themselves as 24-hour athletes, describin g how their whole life was
organized aro und gymnastics with lillie or no time for other activities. Only a
small numberof partic ipants retiredbecausetheir athlete-friends had already left
the sport and were thus forced to train with individuals much younger than them.
Accordin g to Cote (2004) and Rowland (1998), the hours of train ing and
commi tment required for achievement in competiti ve gymnastics have been
con nected to missed social opportunities and could interfere with the normal
childhoodprocessesof soc ial deve lopme nl.
Injury plays an important role in deciding to withd raw from sport.
Supported by previous research (e.g., DuRant et al. , 1991; Go uld etal. 1982;
Johns et al. , 1990; Klint & Weiss, 1986), injury also played an important role in
the participants' decision to withdraw from competitive gymnastics. As described
in the research by Koukour is (199 4), even though the injuries did not lead directly
to sport termination, it was associa ted with either a decrease in performa nce, or an
inability to continue to train or compete at a certain leve! or performance.lnjuries
and pain made it difficult to perform skills and the participants were thus not
progressing any further. Chronic physical injury prevented some participants from
training or competing, forcing them to constantly tape or brace their injurcdareas
or having to train through physical pain. For these participants, the cost of
physical pain became too high to continue.
Other personal limitations also included not gelling new or improving
one' s skills and not progressing any further for other reasons, which were also
intrinsic reasons for sport withdrawal in the studies conducted by PetlichkofT
(1992) as well as Kadlcik and Flemr (2008). It is important to noteth at in this
current study, the participants felt as though they had reached a peak in their
career, and thus opted to retire. Almost all of the participants had set out to
qualify to compete at Canada Games or the National Championships, and many
retired because they either did not achieve this goal, or had aireadydonesoand
were no longer age-eligible to compete at the next Canada Games. There seemed
to bean underlyingb eliefth at onceth e participantsc ompeted at CanadaGames,
there was nothing further for them to work towards. The data showed that the
participant s believed that their athletic ability was not sufficient forco mpetinga t
the higher level or they were not as good as they wanted to be.
Although the main reason for dropping out of sport was a loss ofi nterest
and lack of fun in numerous studies (i.e., Evans, 2008 ; Ewing & SeefeIdt,1996;
Roberts&McKelvain,1 987),Lindneretal.,(I 991) suggestedthat 'havingoth er
intcrcsts' and 'l ackoffun 'aremerely superti cialreasons and studies should focus
instead on why individual s have other interests, and why the activity isn ol onger
fun. The results of the present study provided furtherinsightinto what aspects of
the competitive sport experience are not enjoyable. Training activitiesthat
became repetitive and thus no longer fun resulted ina loss of motivation. This
loss of interest because training was no longer enjoyable seemedt o ber elatedto
various other factors such as: some of the athlete-friend s were no longer training;
the coaching was too intense and other ill-advised behaviours of the coach;
training became too hard due to physical pain; and not progressing, which led to
frustrating and boredom. In one case, gymnastics became so unpleasant that it was
compared to a chore.
Only one participant identified 'ag e' as a reason for terminating their
involvement in competitive gymnastics, however contrary to previous research
(Allison & Meyer, 1988; Taylor & Ogilvie, 1994), this was not due to a decline in
performance due to advancing age or physical changes that accompany puberty
making it more difficult to execute skills that were previously a mattero fro utine.
Although financial aspects were found to play a role in sport withdrawal in
some studies (i.e., Chow, 2001; Du and Tsai, 2007; Jowett & Meek, 2000; Kerr &
Dacyshyn,2000), only two participant s felt that financia l reasons had a real
impact on thei r dec ision to withdraw . Beca use all of theparticipants retired durin g
high school or post-secondary studies, they still relied on their parents for
financial support, and thus could also not provide much insight into their familie s '
financi al situation. It is also very likely that many fami lies from Newfoundland
and Labrador that have children invo lved in gymnastics maybe from a higher
socioeconomic background .
Coache s'conductwasoneofthcmorcoftenacknowledgedreasonsfor
retirement, which is also supported in existing literature (i.e., Evans, 2008;
Molinero et al., 2006; Seye & Salmela, 1987 ; Wert hner & Orlick , 1986) . If the
athlete and coach have a poor relation ship, it could influence the ath lete to seek
out a more satisfying environ ment , and they might retire . Coaches were described
as being too serious and too compe titive , overly driven by success and results
instead of the overa ll enjoyme nt of participat ing in gymnastics. Their
inconsi deratebehavioursmade gymnastic s no longerfun.Somecoacheswere
described by numerous participant s as being uninvolved and disintcrested,
spending more time in the offi ce than actua lly spending tim e coachin g on the
floor , and even leaving athletes unatlended for a considerable length of time.
Other coaching behavio urs associa ted with the part icipan ts' decision to retire
included picking favourites and differences between the athlete' s and the coach' s
vision and personality.
Inadequate sport facilities and services can also prevent athletesfrom
reaehing their full potential, which can in tum influenee them intheir deeisions to
withdraw from sport, which according to Koukouris (1994) has been given little
reeognition inth eeurrent literature. A lack of infrastructure andlimi tationsdu et o
the participants' geographie location were also recognized as potentialr easonsfor
retirement. Opportunities to train more often to be able to matchtraining hours of
athletes from other provinces, as well as opportunities for older athletest o
schedule training around their work or post-secondary studies seemtob e
required. Such assistance was not made available to the part icipants,m akingittoo
difficult to continue with their athletic career. There isa lack of high-level,
technically experienced, full-time coaches in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Also associated with the participants' geographic location was the lack of
opportunities to compete against other high level gymnasts inNe wfoundland and
Labrador, which was also a contributing factor to withdraw from competitive
gymnastics. The participants were forced to travel outside the province, which is
not only costly, but further contribut ed to the challenge of j uggling work or school
with their gymnastics endeavours. Overall, an overwhelming perception that it is
very difficult to be a high level gymnast in Newfoundland and Labrador was
depict ed in many of the transcript s.
Statement s such as ' I was ready to be done' , 'a stage in my life had
finished and I was ready to move on to the next' , and ' I wanted to move onto
something new ' are all evidence that for some participant s, retirement was
inevitable even in their minds. Some of the participants simply thoughtthat it was
simply time to retire,a nd theathletes were ready fora new direction in life.
The current study did not reveal any difference with regard to age, Ievel of
commitm ent, or gender.
Practical Impl ications
With an increased understanding in the reasons for athletic retirement , sport
leaders(e .g.,c oachcs,club admini stratorsandprovincial sport govemingb odies)
can take relevant measures to retain capable athletes. The results of this study
have many pract ical implications, indicating that when major participation
motives or psycholo gical needs such as developing skills or makingfri ends are
not achieved,th eco sts of involvement exceedth eb enelit s,re sulting in sport
termination . If sport leaders begin to consider some of the implications of this
study and other current research, we may begin to see athletes stay involved in
competi tive gymnastics beyond their adolescent years .
Coaches,administratorsando ther key players in thea thletes'support
system should maximize the perceived benefits and minimize the perceived costs
to participating in competitive artistic gymnastics described int he previous
Emphasising the social aspects of sport participation such as fostering
positive relationships with other gymnasts and coaches, organizing teamac tivities
outside the gym setting, and providin g the opportun ity to meet new peoplea re
only some of the things that sport leaders could do to improve thc athletes' overall
enjoyment. Coaches and parents should be aware of and help facilitateh ealthy
social networks for adolescent and younga dultathletes,g iven that peers play an
increasinglyimportantrole as childrenmove into adolescence.The results of this
study highlight how having a solid group of gymnastics friends, and a supportin g
groupo fs choolor non-gymnastics peersa ppearsc riticalfo r continued
involvement in competitive gymnastics during adolescence. Allowing athletes to
train with other same age peers, even though they might not be at the same level,
could also prove to be favourable in keeping older athletes involved longer.
Makingthe athletes aware of, anddirectingth e attention to the physical
and psychological benefits to be gained instead of the techn ical aspects and skills,
could also lead to an increased sense of satisfaction. The resultsalsosuggest that
adoptinga more team-sporto rientedatmosphereand fosteringco hesiveness
within the closely- knit traininggroupmayalsoproveto be helpfuli nmaximizing
the perceived benefits of participation.
Incorporating appropriate andrealistic goal setting strategies will also allow
athletes to develo p ski lls more gradually, and allowing them to feel successful at
each of the steps toward the larger goal. Burton's (1984) suggest ion that
systematic, long-term goal-setting programs can be successful in developing
performance-oriented athletes and in tum , to raise their perceived ability by
learning to use personal performance rather than social comparison standards for
evaluating success .
It also seems that coaches and other sport leaders alike tend toemphasize
Canada Games as being the peak to reach for, often resulting in retirement simply
because there is ' nothing further to train for' . Coaches need to identify other
competitions or events for athletes to strive towards once the athletes aren o
longer eligib le to attend Canada Games.
It is imperat ive the time commitmen t required by the coaches is carefully
selected with each individ ual athlete's personal input. Toavoidaconflictof
interest with other activi ties, especially older athletes need tobegiven the
opportunity to make decisions with regard to the amount oftrainingh ours, aswell
as the scheduling of the training sessions . For athletes in secondary and post-
secondary education , it could also be very beneficial to have am oreflexible
training schedule (e.g., offering training times in the morning, during the day,
non-fixed schedule) to ensure that all athletes have ample opportun itiest o engage
in social and other activities. Athletes should be encouraged to participate in a
diversity of sporting and other activities during childhood, andb e given
opportuniti es to continue involvement ina few activities during adolescence.
Wiersma (2000) even suggested that sport organizations may soon need to restrict
hours of training based on age, to facilitate athletes' overa ll healthy deve lopment.
One creative way of supporting other activity involvement was demonstrated by
coaches in a recent study of high level adolescent track and field athletes,wh ere
coaches logged all of the athletes' sport involvement, rather than simply tracking
attendance for their track and field practices (MacPhail and Kirk, 2006).
Although injuries can sometimes be an inevitable part of sport
participation, training activities should be continued with caution. Trainingwith
injuri es and pain will likely turn the athlete away from the sport. Thus, coaches
should use regular rehabilit ation and prevention strategies to minimize the risk or
reoccurrence of injuries .
Clubs and provincial governing bodies should take specia l interest in
monitoring poor and non athlete-centred coaching practices, which too often go
unnoticed. An attempt to hire full-time high-level coaches with proper training
beyond simple coaching certificati on, such as a degree in sport scienceor
education could also be beneficial. Furthermore, the findings emphasize the
importance of coaches and parents to keep their expectations realistic. De Knop et
al. (1994) suggested that while it is natural for coaches and parent s to have
expectations for their children, these expectat ions should not be too high or
inflexible, and should be for the purpose of achieving goals set by the athletes
themselves, and not the coaches or other sport leaders. Coachesshouldalsofocus
on the physically and psychosocially developing individual rather than simply on
the performing athlete. As Hom et al. (2001) suggest, coaches must make an
effort to interact frequently with all their athletes in order to leam about their
perceptions, opinions, and attitudes regarding their sport involvement,
While the competitive gymnastics programs seem to be moving toward
institutionalization, elitism, and early specialization (De Knope ta l., 1996),the
findings of the present study would support a more developm ental approach as
outlined in the research conducted by Cote and Fraser-Thomas (2007).
Finally, financial support for the highest-level athletes in the province
needs to be increased to support their goals to perform on the National stage.
Withoutthe supportoftheclubs andtheprovincial govemin gb odies,th e athletes
are left to their own devices and will eventually have to give up on their goals.
In sum, the findings of this study significantly extend our understandingof
the factors that inlluence an athlete's decision to continue or terminate their
participation in competitive gymnastics. The findings offer considerable
implications for coaches, administrators, and sport organizations. As researchers
continue togain understandingo f thefac tors contributing to positiveand negative
outcomes of sport involvement, we urge that sport organisations, coaches,and
othcr sport leaders stay abreast of current research, and apply findings to sport
programs. While being involved in competitive gymnastics has the potential to
play a significant role in contributing to an individual's positive development, itis
necessary to recognise that such development through sport is not guaranteed,but
rather depends on many factors that must be considered when planning and
designing sport programs for children, adolescents, and adults alike.
Summary of Recommendat ions for Coaches, Administrators, and Sport
Governing Bodies
Emphasize the social aspects of sport participation,
Adopt a more team-sport oriented atmosphere,
Implement systematic, long-term goal-setting programs.
Identify other competitions or events for athletes to strive towards once they are
no longer eligiblc to attend Canada Games.
Avoid a conflict of interest with other activities by allowing athletes tom ake
decisions about the amount and scheduling of training hours.
Provide more flexib le practice schedules.
Provide academic credits for secondary students' involvement in high level
sport.
Monitor and hold coaches accountable for poor and non athlcte-centred
behaviours and coaching practices.
Establish full-time coaches with proper training beyond simple coaching
certification, such as a degree in sport science orc ducation.
Increase financial support for older higher-level athletes.
Limitations and Recommendations f or Further Research
The validity of the present study is limited, as results directly apply only to
the participants studied. The depth of the data obtained in interviews with
participants however may contribute to a better understanding of this partly
unexplored phenomenon. In addition to the small sample size of the present study,
the data gathered depends on retrospective recollection. There is some potential
for limitations in the information given. The chance for error may have been
lessened somewhat,duet oth einformationbeingobtainedthroughin-depth
interviews. Another factor that may influence the qualitative data isp articipants'
hesitancy to make personal experiences public in the data-collec tionproccss.
However, the researcher tried to ease concerns prior to and during the interview
process, particularly regarding contid entiality.
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Appendi x A - Leiter to Gymnastics Clubs and Organizat ions
LukasStri tt
71 Hayward Avenue
SI.J ohn' s, NL
A IC3W3
Dear Name of Organization/Club,
I am a graduate student at Memorial University of Newfoundland and Labrador
and I am currently working on my thesis in partial requirements for my master' s
degree in physieal eduea tion. I am researching the withdrawal reasons of forrner
competi tive national level art istic gymnast s from Newfoundland, and would like
to ask you for your assis tance with the recrui tment of participants for this study.
I have enclosed a copy of the recruitment letter, which may be distributed toany
potential participants that you may be aware of. Any individuals that are
interested in participating can then contaet me direetly. I have aIso included the
inclusione riteria for the study.
I would also like to ask you if you to provide me with the contaet inforrnationo f
any potential partieipants that you might be aware of.
Thank you for your assis tance with the participant recruitment for my research .
If you have any quest ions, please feel free to contact me. I can be reached by
phonea t(709)682-97450r byemailatl.stritt@mun.ca.
Sincerely,
Lukas Stritt, B.P.E. (Hons), M.P.E. Candida te
Inclusion Criteria to Accompany Leiter to Organizations/Clubs
Participants of the study:
• must be retired national level competitive artistic gymnast from
Newfoundland that took part in a highly specia lized artistic gymnasties
training program for more than 12 hours per week, and who, in the past,
had competed at the national level (e.g., Canadian Championships, Canada
Games, Eastern and/o r Atlantic Canadian Championships).
• shall be retired from competitive artistic gyrnnastics for no more than lO
years.
• mustbeat least l9yearsofageattheprcsent time
• must be able to read and verbally commu nicate in English
• must be able to tolerate two interviews that are 45-60 minutes in duration.
Appendix B - Letter to Participan ts
LukasStri tt
71 Hayward Avenue
St.John's ,NL
A IC3W3
Dear Narne,
I am a graduate student at Memorial University of Newfo undland and Labrador
and I am working on my thesis in comp letion of my master's degree in physica l
educa tion. I arn doing researc h for my thesis on the retirement reasons of former
national level artistic gymnasts from Newfoundland.
I aml ooking forretirednationall evcl compctitive artistic gymnast from
Newfoundland that would be willing to have me interview them twice over a
period of2 weeks. Each interview would last approximately 45 minutes to an
hour and would take place in your home, work, or any other place of mutual
agreement at a time that is convenient for you.
Participants of this study should be:
retired national level competitive artistic gymnasts from Newfoundland
that took part in a highly specialized artistic gymnastics trainingp rogram
for more than 12 hours per week, and who, in the past, had competed at
the national level (e.g., Canadian Championships, Canada Games, Eastern
andiorA tianticCanadianC harnpionships).
retired fromcompetitiveartisticgymnastics for no more thanlOyears.
at least 19 years of age at the present time
able to read and verbally communicate in English
able to tolerate two interviews that are 45-60 minutes in duration .
If you are interested in participating or would like to leammore aboutthi s study,
please feel free to contact me. I canbc reached by phone at (709) 682-9745 or by
emai latl.stritt@mun .ca.
Thank you for your considerat ion.
Sincerely,
Appendix C - Interview Guide
Sectio n I : Demogr aphic Inf ormati on
Telephone: _
Section 2: Pers onal Informati on
-Can you tell me a little bit about yourself.
-How old are you? Birthd ate:__
-Do you work?
-Do you go to school?
Section 3: Life as a gymnast
-Can you tell me about your sport career?
-Describe what your life was like as a competitive gymnast?
-How old were you when you started gymnastics?
-How old were you when you began your competitive career?
-What got you into gymnastics to begin with?
-How many years were you in gymnastics?
-How many of those years were you involved in competitive gymnastics?
-What was your highest competitive level? How long did you compete at that
level?
-What (if any) awards have you won related to gymnas tics?
-How many hours did you train per week?
-Did the hours ever change?
-Wh ich c1ub(s) did you train with?
-Did anyone else in your family ever participate in gymnastics?
-How did you get to and from practices?
-What was the most important thing that has kcpt you involved in gymnastics
all these years?
-What were your major goals as a gymnast?
-What are your most memorable moments (successe s/failures) as a gymnast?
-Where did your support system come from? (what, when, where, how, why)
-What types of social activities did you participate in as gymnast? (extra-
curricular activities, schoo l sports, music, hobbies, etc.)
-How did compe titive training affect you emotionally? (feelings before,d uring,
after training, feelings about training)
-What were the physical consequences of training? (strength, flcxibility, inj uries,
muscles soreness, health, etc.)
-How did competitive gymnastics affect you and your family financially?
-What kind of time commitment is necessary to be a competitive gymnast at the
-Do you think being a competitive gymnast affected who you arc as a person? If
yes, can you describe in what ways?
-When did you retire from gymnastics?
Scclion 4: Cost a nd Ilcncfits
-What aspects of being involved in competitive gymnastics were good?
-What aspects of being involved in competitive gymnastics were not so good?
-What,i f anything, do you think you gained as ap erson from yourp articipationin
competitive gymnas tics?
-What, if anything, do you think you lost as a person because of yourp articipation
in competitive gymnastics?
-What did you find most enjoyable about being a competitive gymnast?
-What did you find least enjoyable about being a competitive gymnast?
Section 5: Withdrawal from Competitive Gy mnas tics
-Tell me about your expe rience of deciding to retire from competitive gymnastics.
-Why did you retire from competitive gymnastics?
-What were the majorfminorreasons for retiring?
-Was it an easy or difficuIt decision to retire?
-Did you retire voluntar ily or involuntary? Explain.
-What made you the most upset about your retirement ?
-What made you happy?
-How did you feel at the time of retirement?
-Did you have any inj uries at the time of retirement?
-Were you under any pressures to retire? If yes, from who?
-If it stoppedbeing fun, can youdescribein whatways it changed for you?
-How has retiring from competitive gymnastics changed your life?
-What did you do with the extra time you had?
-How has your social life changed since you retired from gymnastics?
-Have you noticed any physical changes since retirement?
-Have you noticed any emotional changes since retirement?
-Have you (or your family) noticed any financial changes since retirement?
-What other activities have you participated in since retiring?
-Do you have any regrets about retiring?
-Do you feel it was a good or bad decision to retire? (pros and cons)
-Is there anything else of importance that you would like to share that we have not
touched upon during this conversation? To really understand youre xperiences,
what is the most important thing you feel I should focus on?
-Did you think of anythin g else that you would like to add in regards toa ny of the
topics we talked about? E.g. did you leave anything out, do you haves tronger(o r
less strong) feelings about anything now that you've had a chance to thinkit over?
Seetion6:Genera l Pro besandSpeeifyingQuestions
At various times during the interviews the following probes will be used when
deemed appropriate and necessary to elicit a more detailed and in-depth
description ofth e co-researcher ' se xperiences:
-Te ll me more about that.
-Could you say something more about that?
-Can you give me a more detailed description of that?
-What was it like for you to experience that?
-How did your thoughts and feelings about that change over time?
-Explain how that impacted you.
-What happened exact ly?
-Can you give me an examp le of that?
-What were the reactions of others?
-Do you have further examples of this?
-What did you think then?
-What did you do then?
-Can you say more about that?
Appe ndix D - Consent Form
Reasons of f ormer gymnasts from Newfo undland to withdraw
from national level compe titive artistic gymnas tics
Resear ch er (s): Lukas Str itt, MP. £. Candidate, School of Huma n Kinetics and
Recreation , Memorial Univers ity of Newfoundland and
Labrador , Phone: 682-9745, Email: l.strituibmun.ca.
Supervisor: Dr. L. Rohr, School ofHuman Kinetics and
Recreation , Memorial Univers ity of Newfoundla nd and
Labrador, Room : PE2005, Phone: 737-6202, Email:
Ierohrtdimun.ca.
You are invited to take part in a research project ent itled "Reasons offormer
gymna sts fro m Newfoundland to withdraw fro m national level compe titive arti stic
gymnas tics."
Thi sfonnispart ofth eprocess ofinfonn ed consent. It sho uld give yo u the basic
idea of what the research is abo ut and what yo ur partic ipation will involve. If
yo u would like more detai l about something mention ed here, or infonna tion not
included here , you sho uld feel free to ask.
Please take the tim e to read thi s carefully and to understand any other inform ati on
given to you by the researcher .
It is enti rely up to yo u to decide whethe r to take part in thi s research. If yo u
choose not to take part in the research or if you decide to withdraw fromthe
researeh once it has started, there will be no negativ e consequence s foryou, now
or in the futur e.
Introduction:
This study is conducted as pa rt of the requirement fo r completion of a Master of
Physical Education degree f rom the School of Hum an Kinetics and Recreation at
Memorial University ofNewfo undland.
The pr esent study will invest igat e the withdrawal of athletes fro m artistic
gymnastics using in-dept h interviews
Purp ose of study:
The purpo se of the present study is to explore, identify , describe, and understand
the f actors associated with athletes ' decisions to withdraw f rom the sport of
competitive artistic gymnastics in Newfoundland and Labrador .
What you will do in this study:
You will partak e in two in-depth interviews, which will be audio-taped. The
interviews will be arranged at yo ur convenience and will take place at a site that
is mutually agreed upon by yo urselfand the researcher.
Length of time:
Each interview will last between 45-60 minutes, and will be conducted within a
two-week period.
Possible Benefits:
There are no benejits to you by taking part in the research. However the results of
this investigation may provid e coaches, administrators, clubs, and the provincial
governing body with recommendations on how to adapt their programs and
strategies to the needs of the athletes.
Possible Risks:
There are no risks to you by taking part in the research. although in some cases it
is possible that emotional stress may result f rom the interviews. If this occurs, the
interviews will be suspended, postponed or terminated.
Anonymity and Confidentiality:
The researcher will make the ji nal report availabl e to yOIl. Your responses to the
interview will be anonymou s and the inform ation will be kept conji dential. YOII
will be assigned a pseudonym to be used in labelling all audiotapes and
transcripts.
Recordin g of Data :
All interviews will be recorded to audio-tapes.
Reportin g of Result s:
The data from this research proj ect will be publi shed and presented as a master 's
thesis and ajournal article; however, your identity will be kept conji dential.
Although 1 will report direct quotat ions from the interview, you will be given a
pseudonym, and all identifying information will be removed fr om my report.
Storage of Data:
When not in use, all materials relat ing to the research will be stored in a locked
drawer at the School of Human Kinetics and Recreation of Memorial University
of Newfoundland and Labrador , and only my supervisor and myself have access
to the audio-tapes and the interview transcripts . The materials will be stored as
such f or 5 years, ajier which time the data is no longer required and will be
appropriat ely destroyed. If the data are anonymou s, this statement may be
omitted.
Questions:
You are welcome to ask question s at any time durin gyourparticipation in this
researc h. If you would like more inform ation about this study, please cont act:
Lukas Stritt - Phone: 682-9 745; Email: l.stritt@mun.ca or
Dr. Linda Rohr (Supervisor) - Phone: 737-6202; Email: lerohr@mun.ca
The proposal for this researc h has been approved by the Interdisciplinary
Committee on Ethics in Human Research at Memo rial University. If you have
ethic al concern s about the research (such as the way you have been treated or
your right s as a participant) , you may contact the Chairperson of the lCEHR at
icehr@mun .caorby telephon e at 737-8368 .
Your signature on this form means that:
• You have read the information about the research
• You have been able to ask questions abou t this study
• You are satisfied with the answers to all of your questions
• You under stand what the study is abo ut and what you will be doin g
• You understand that you are free to withdr aw from the study at any time,
withou t havin g to give a reason , and that doing so will not affect younow or
in the future .
If you sign this form , you do not give up your legal rights, and do not release the
researchers from their profe ssional respon sibilitie s.
The researcher will give you a copy of this form for your record s.
Your Signature:
I have read and understood the descript ion provided; I have had an opportunity to
ask questions and my questions have been answered. I consent top articipate in
the research project, understanding that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
A copy of this Consent Form has been given to me for my records ."
Signature of participant
Researc her' s Signature:
I have explained this study to the best of my ability. Iin vitedquestionsand gave
answers. I believe that the participant fully understands what isi nvolvedinbeing
inth e study, anyp otentialrisks ofth e study andthath e or sheh as freely chosen to
be in the study.
Signature of investigator
Telephone number :




